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Beware --law is not as
recession proof as we
once thought
Natasha Bennett
Forum Staff Writer

fter 15 years of consecutive
growth and profitability, the
economic downturn has taken
its toll on an industry that was once
viewed as "recession-proof." _Law
firms across the country are scrambling
to stay afloat amid one of the greatest
economic downturns since the 1930s.
Drastic attempts to cut over-inflated budgets resulted in what many in
the legal community are calling "Black
Thursday." In the span of just a few
short hours, over. 800 staffers and lawyers were laid off from law firms across
the country. By the end of business on
Friday the 13th, a total o~ 1100 lawyers
and staffers were either laid off or asked
to consider buyouts.
Lawshucks, a website that tracks
big law layoffs, states that as of February 18th, there has been close to 3000
attorneys and staffers laid off in 2009
alone for a total of 4500 layoffs since
January 1, 2008. This does not include
the untold number of attorney~ that
have been laid off from small to midsize
firms ince the beginning of2008.
Additional layoffs are expected as
law finns attempt to weather the current
economic climate with many believing that an "economic rebound" is not
likely to occur in 2009. To avoid layoffs; some law finns have undertaken
across-the-board pay cuts that will save
twice as much as laying an associate
Roaring success or just like a Bush town hall 1neeting? You be the judge
off. While other firms have announced
give professors adequate time to grade
event by asking a few of the pre-submitcost-cutting measures that include pay
Aleda Pehr
your exams. 3L grades are due the
ted questions. The following are parafreezes and the rescission of offers exEditof in Chief
Wednesday following finals, the re- tended to incoming associates, includphrases of answers given during the 35
mainder of time is needed by the Regminute session.
ing recent law school graduates.
eans Jay Conison, Curt _
. istrar to calculate class honors etcetera.
Profitability for 2008 was down
Cichowski, Mark Adams, JoAs for reducing Spring Break - God I approximately 10% industry-wide after
Q: With so many bar review courses
.
Ellen Lind, Mary Persyn and
hope not. ·
starting before gra!Juation, this creates
two decades of consistent growth. AcUniversity President Mark Heckler asa travel hardship on students leaving
cording to the Wall Street Journal, ·insembled down front in Ulbricht for a
Q: What ts fJeing done to work more
the state, why is graduation held one
dustry bus.iness has dropped off in key
town hall question and answer session
closely with the maill campus and unwhole week after classes end? Is there
profitability areas forcing many firms
as part of Law Week on Tuesday, Febany chance to change this, perhaps by dergraduate university?
to restructure and focus in on areas of
may 17. The event was well attended
A: President Heckler : In the short the law where business is robust such as
reducing our spring break to one week
with approximately 70 students there.
time that I have served as president of Bankruptcy. Litigation, often the "bread
instead oftwo?
Paul Kulwinski, Student Bar AsA: Dean Adams: Graduation is schedand butter" of many law firms, has seen
sociation Vice President, served as
uled a week after finals end in order to
See Lunch, page 3 a dramatic decrease in profitability as
moderator for the event. He began the
clients seek to settle cases, forgo lawsuits, or pressure firms to discount their
rates in order to save money.
Several N ortbwest Indiana law
firms reported the need to renegotiate
historical context of torture will be folof the Symposium, worked with differfees with long-term clients in order to
Law Review to host
lowed by a panel session on internaent professors on developing a theme
maintain their relationship. None of
for the event, contacting the different tional and domestic issues in relation
annual symposium
these firms reported "layoffs; however,
speakers, and other organizational re- to torture techniques. This panel will
some were attempting other cost-cutcount with the participation of Graeme
lated activities. In deciding on an approting measures such as the implementapriate theme for the conference, Hubley Mitchell from the Department of Justice
tion of a new phone system which will
in Saskatchewan, Canada, and Rhonda
explains, "we tried to be innovative,
Maria DeMartini
save one firm over $25,000 a year.
Copelan of City University of New
looked
at
other
law
schools
to
see
what
Forum Staff Writer
The private sector isn't the only
topics they had covered and tried to do . York School of Law. Professor Copelan
area that is feeling the economic crunch.
graduated from Yale Law School and
something new and different. The proMany government divisions have imalparaiso_ University School of fessors also helped us in <!oming up has been a member of the Center for
plemented hiring freezes and layoffs
Law will host its annual Law with this particular issue."
Constitutional Rights in New York City
in n effort to balance their constantly
Review Symposium February
The theme of this year' Sympofor 12 years, where she litigated civil
shrinking budgets. Additionally, many
26th in Wesemann Hall. The event will
sium is "Torture: Justifiable?" This rights and international human rights
public and private sectors have elimitake place in Pelzer from noon until very current and controversial issue
cases with a major focus on women's
nated paid summer internship programs
5:00 p.m. Lunch will be provided and will be addressed by different speakrights. The panel will also count with
which has removed the much needed
a reception will take place between 5:00 ers from around the country and around
the participation of E. Michael Jones,
"foot in the door" that many 2Ls and
and 6:00p.m.
the world, including Judge Dennis M.
editor of Culture Wars Magazine and
3Ls rely upon.
This annual event is organized by --Davis, president of the Competition
Steven Kleinman, a career intelligence
This news does not bode well for
Law Review students with the support Appeal Court of Cape Town, who will
of the law school faculty. Nathaniel
deliver the opening lecture.
See Symposium, page 4
Hubley, Law Review Executive Editor
Judge Davis' dissertation on the
See Recession, page 6
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News in brief

The Docket
He or She?: Transgendered individuals fight against workplace discrimination

Christy Commers
Forum Staff Writer

T

his month's focus is on how the
law treats transgendered individuals who allege workplace
discrimination. Various transgendered
individuals in Northwest Indiana have
filed lawsuits because of alleged discrimination by their respective employer or school.
A recent issue of Indiana Lawyer
highlighted one of these cases: Amber
Creed a/k/a Christopher Creed v. Family Express Corp., 2009 WL 35237,
N.D. Ind. Jan. 5, 2009. In this case,
the Court granted summary judgment
in favor of the convenience store which
was being sued by an employee, a male
transitioning into a female, who alleged
he was fired because he did not follow the male-specific appearance and
grooming guidelines. Family Express
operates convenience stores across
Northern Indiana and is headquartered
in Valparaiso.
The employee worked at one of
the LaPorte stores, began working as
a male and wore the unisex uniform,
but he later began the transition to become a female by using a girl's name
and wearing makeup, clear nail polish,
and longer hair with the unjform. The
employee based his allegations on statements from a manager and a supervisor,
which included being asked if "it would
kill her" to dress as a male for eight
hours a day and why she applied for
a job knowing she was going through
gender transitioning.
Family Express argued that the
employee voluntary left his position

when he did not provide a reason for
why he would not comply with their
request to cut his hair and stop wearing
makeup.
In its decision, the Judge found the
employee must be considered a man under Title VII because it is based on the
biological gender of a person and held
harassment based on transgendered sta.:.
tus does not amount to actionable discrimination. The Court also held that
Family Express' appearance require. ments did not have a disparate impact
on either sex. It reasoned that the employee failed to provide sufficient evidence to show he would not have been
terminated but for his failure to comply with male stereotypes.
Indiana is not the only place where
transgendered individuals have fought
discrimination. The ABA Journal's February 2009 issue highlighted this issue
in one of its articles. Among the cases
described in the article was one against
the government, specifically the Library
of Congress. In that case, Schroer v.
Billington, 577 F.Supp.2d 293, (D.D.C.
2008)., a U.S. Army Special Operations
Colonel led a classified anti-terrorism
unit before his retirement. During that
time, he underwent facial surgery to
become a woman. While preparing for
the transition, he applied and was hired
as a terrorism analyst for the Library.
However, his job offer was revoked
when the government learned about the
gender transition. He sued, and the case
went to trial. ·
The District Court Judge found
that the Library of Congress had illegally discriminated based on sex, but damages have yet to be awarded. He cited
evidence which showed that the Library

was excited to hire the .Plaintiff, until
they were informed about his gender
transition. The Judge compared the Library of Congress' argument that transgendered individuals are not a prptected
class under Title VII to that of terminating a person bas·ed on their conversion
from Christianity to Judaism- both are
still religions so it is still discrimination
based on religion.
And now for the opinion of the
Commers Court ... I am puzzled by the
Judge's ruling in the Family Express
case, considering he noted that "Title
VII doesn't allow an employer to treat
employees adversely because their appearance or conduct doesn't conform to
stereotypical gender roles." I believe
the employee provided sufficient evidence to show he was terminated solely
because he did not meet societal standards on how a tnale should appear.
On a personal note, the Family
Express case is especially troubling to
me because the incident occurred in
my hometown, LaPorte, IN. This is an
example of why Indiana, and the Midwest to some degree, is seen by those
by others as being intolerant. Even with
the view of the courts in Indiana, I am
hopeful that the view of the D.C. District Court will eventually become the
precedent on this issue and will remind
people that every person has the right
to live their life as they see fit without
the interference of others, including the
gender they prefer.

Christy is a 2L and can be reached at
forum@vaipo. edu. ·

V

alpo Law's Heating/Cooling
Problems Explained
According
to
Curt
Cichowski, the Valparaiso University
School of Law Associate Dean for Administration, there have been ongoing
issues with Wesemann Hall's HVAC
system since the building first opened in
1986. HVACs are mechanical systems
which provide heat and air conditioning
as well as ventilation for buildings.
Heat for Wesemann Hall, which
is more than 80,000 square feet, is provided using a mixture of hot air coming
up from the baseboards and cooler air
coming down from ceiling vents, which
are supposed to blend the air to keep
the zones at around 72 degrees Fahrenheit. Each classroom withln Wesemann
Hall is its own zone, according to Dean
Cichowski, which means that each one
operates independently in terms of
regulating its own temperature. However, the system does not ;1lways work
as intended. Dean Cichowski also said
that large buildings often have issues
maintaining consistent temperatures
throughtout.
VaJpo Law has and continues to
fix problems with HVAC system as they
became apparent, explained Cichowski,
but the building is also more . than 20
years old and may, therefore, now be
in need of major repairs. The school is
planning on having the whole system
inspected in the near future, bu1 Dean
Cichowski could not say exactly when
that inspection would occur.
Dean Cichowski would also encourage students to notify Lisa Todd if
rooms or sections of the school are too
hot or cold as the administration cannot
fix problems of which it is not aware.
Todd can be reached via e-mail at: lisa.
todd@valpo.edu.

{ PULSE. }
Feb25
• BLSA Talent Show
6p - Harre Union
• "Dames at Sea" -- Law Clinic
Benefit Dress Rehearsal
7p - VUCA Theatre (Free, tickets not
required)

March 19
• Humanitarian Engineering Colloquium
Mueller Hall at 6:30pm

Feb26
• Law Review Symposium -- Torture
I 2p-5p -Location TBA
• "Dames at Sea" -- Law Clinic
Benefit Dress Rehearsal
7p - VUCA Theatre (Free, tickets required)

Neils Science Center at 7:30pm

March20
• International Year of Astronomy:

2009

Feb27
• "Dames at Sea" -- Law Clinic
Benefit
VUCA Theatre
6p - Champagne Reception
7p -Dinn.e r
830p -Performance
(Tickets $100 per person. RSVP with
Sandy Tangblad by Feb 17)
Feb 28 to Mar 15
• Spring Break!
March 18
• Education and Teacher Activists
-Mexico's Struggle For Equality
Room 112, Kalley-Christopher Hall
at 7pm

N

ew Tax Professor Coming to
ValpoLaw
David Herzig, a 1997
graduate of the University of Kentucky
Law School, will be joining the faculty
at Valparaiso University School of Law.
Herzig is slated to teach Trusts and Estates and courses in taxation.
Herzig practiced -with the firm
Greenberg Traurig in Miami, Florida,
handling international business transactions, and later started his own firm
handling international business and tax
transactions. He then served as President of a private equity firm while also
teaching in LL.M. programs in taxation.
Herzig is . also an author for
Mertens Law of Federal Income Taxation, and he has an article forthcoming
in the Ohio State Entrepreneurial Business Law Journal. ·

F

ree MPRE Prep Website
Supreme Bar Review, a
national bar review course provider, has begun offering its MPRE-review lecture video to all bar examinees
for free via a new website called Free
MPRE Prep at: www.freeMPREprep.
com.
The website features Supreme
Bar Review's complete MPRE lecture,
totaling about five hours, in streaming
video over the web. Students can view
the complete lectur topic-by-topic. The
site also offers some MBE-topic videos
and a social networking opportunity for
bar review students.
The MPRE lecture video is presented by Stephen Lazarus, Associate
Professor of Law at Cleveland-Marshall
College of Law in Cleveland, Ohio.
Lazarus, who is a graduate of Harvard
Law School, has been a bar review lecturer for over 25 years.

P

March 21
• NWI Science and Engineering
Fair
Harre Union
March 24
• From the Harem to the Sacred
Temple: Introduction to Two Mozart Operas
Kade Dusenberg German House and
Cultural Center at 6:30pm
March 26
• SELA Variety Show
VUCA Dusenburg Recital Hall
• Ethics Lecture by Professor John
Hasnas
Tabor at 2:30pm-3:30pm and 4 pm
to5pm
March 27
• International Film Festival
The Return - Russia
Neils Science Center at 7 pm
Emergency Blue Lights are now installed in the Jaw school parking lots
... yet they were not in service at the time The Forum went to press.

Wesemann Hall 142 ·-Valparaiso University School of Law- 656 S. Greenwich Street Valparaiso, IN 46383-6461
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rofessor Trujillo Advises State
General Assembly on Immigration
Valparaiso University School of
Law Professor Bernard Trujillo was
named as a contributor to a report compiled by the Sagamore Institute for
Public Policy for the Indiana General
Assembly. The report explores appropriate state-level responses to the presence of undocumented immigrants.
Trujillo is an expert on immigration law and also testified recently before the Indiana General Assembly regarding this topic.

Copy Editors: Kathy Bojczuk, Rachel Sharron, Michael Wild
Webmaster: Alecia Pehr

rofessor White's Research
cited in a recent Business Week
Cover Story
Research performed by a Alan
White, a Valparaiso University School
of Law professor, on mortgage_modifications in the wake of the worldwide
financial meltdown was cited in a recent
BusinessWeek's cover story, "Home
Wreckers: How Banks Are Worsening
the Foreclosure Crisis."
White, who is an expert on predatory mortgage lending and mortgage
foreclosures, says in the article that
more than half of homeowners who receive loan modifications re-default after
six months because many modifications
actually lead to higher payments.
White's analysis of more than
21 ,000 largely subprime mortgages
modified in November 2008 found that
only 35 percent of cases . resulted in
lower payments while in 4 7 percent of
modifications, homeowners had higher
payments. White says this is a result of
lenders and loan servicers tacking on
missed payments, taxes and fees to borrowers' monthly bills even though lenders would be better off reducing those
payments to a level affordable to the
borrower.

(219) 465-7831
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Active Shooter lecture in the law school
Always expect the
unexpected
Andrew Schmuhl
Forum Guest Writer
n a typical day at 10:28 a.m.
you might find yourself i~ class
struggling to pay attentiOn to
·orne obscure legal theory, or you might
find yourself studying in the library.
You ee one of your classmates out of
the corner of your eye and notice that
they look tired and as if they .haven
·howered in days. Unfazed w1t]l theu
appearance and dress, you continue on
with your readings and Instant Messaging. oblivious to your surroundings.
Suddenly and without warning, the
unmistakable sound of semi-automatic
!!Unfire tears through the monotony. As
;ou turn around to see ~here the sh~ts
are coming fro_m you w1tness a horr1fic
cene. There, in front of you, is one of
your classmates pointing the gun at the
head of another student. The trigger is
pulled. Blood, brain matter, and the rest
of someone's life are splattered across
the room in a sea of crimson. Calmly,
the gunman walks from one student to
another and kills each of them execution
stvle-a single gunshot to the head.
' In the pandemonium some students escape, while others do not.
Within the span of several minutes 12
students, faculty, and staff members are
killed, and another 10 are wounded. As
the sound of police sirens approach, the
student gunman takes the pistol, aims it
at his own head, and pulls the trigger.
With that final act the murderous rampage ends just as quickly as it began.
Of course what you are reading is
a work of fiction, but it is a scenario that
has played out all too often at other college and high school campuses across
the nation. No one at Columbine, Virginia 1ech or Northern Illinois University thought it could happen at their
scnooh Yet, it did. Moreover, these
shootings spowed that not only were
these schools unprepared to handle ac-

O

:t

tive shooter situations, but so was their
strident body. Fortunately, Valparaiso
University and the School of Law
are working in conjunction with the
Valparaiso University Police Department (VUPD) to ensure that an incident
like Virginia Tech or Columbine is not
repeated here.
On January 29, 2009, the faculty
and staff of the law school att~nded an
Active Shooter Presentation overseen
by the VUPD 's Assistant Chief of Police, Chuck Garber. Topics of the presentation included the history of armed
standoffs, tactics used by the VUPD to
neutralize an active shooter threat, as
well a~ actions one can take to incre<;1se
their chances of survival during an active shooting.
Unlike armed gunmen of the past
that took hostages, today's active shooters ~re unlikely to take hostages or
barricade themselves in a building and
demand a ransom. Instead, they are
motivated by a desire to kill and maim
as many people as possible as quickly
as possible. Furthermore, modem-day
active shooters are unwilling to listen
to rational arguments and ready to sacrifice their own lives to achieve their
objectives.
In response to this disturbing trend,
the VUPD has implemented policies
and tactics designed to neutralize .the
threat of an active shooter on campus as
quickly as possible. At the peart of their

strategy is the VUPD's ability to get to
the scene quickly and use deadly force
on the suspected gunman. Experience
has shown that the longer police wait in
?e~tralizing the shooter the more likely
1t 1s that shooters will continue their
murderous rampage.
According to Garber there are
steps that you, as a student can take
should you find yourself ill., an active
shooter situation. [see sidebar].
Remember, if you cannot get out
of the building it is best to barricade
yourself somewhere in the building using desks, tables, chairs, and anything
else you can get a hold of to hinder the
gunman's attempts to get to you. Above
all, be patient and wait for thepolice to
come and rescue you.
However, the best way to avoid an
active shooter scenario is to prevent one.
Paying attention to the mental health of
classmates, staff, and faculty should be
a priority for everyone at Valpo Law. If
you notice that someone is not acting
right or seems strange, then talk to them
and make an attempt to listen to their
problems. If you still have your doubts
then politely refer them to the Valparaiso
University Mental Health Facility. Remember, that spaced out smelly dude
might be the one to kill you.

Andy is a 3L and can be reached at forum@valpo:edu.
VUPD Assistant Chief of Police , Chuck Garber

Eric Haeckquevisst/ The Forum
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Lunch with the Deans & President-HeCkler
Lunch, from page 1
this University, we have begun to create
a vision for a more unified campus. It
is one of my goals to involve the law
school more and truly become one· campus.
Q: What is being done to increase communication between the main campus
and law school?
A: Dean Conison: Coordinating
knowledge is difficult for large organizations, and yes even the law school
alone qualifies as a large organization.
Communication is something we have
been working on within this building
for the past 11 years that I have served
as dean. Right now we are working on
improvements to the events and scheduling calendars for this building along
with the management of these devices.

Q:From Gabriel Gutieriez, 3L: What
has Valpo Law done to increase minority representation, especially by reaching out to minorities to attend?
A: Conison: There are challenges that
Yalpo Law faces. First, we are not located within a metropolitan area that
would be more likely to have a higher
minority population and attract more
minority students.
Additionally, Valparaiso does not
have as strong of a name recognition as
we would like. However, we have been
combating this by being pro-active and
wooing the minority students we have
contact with and admit. We try to create a welcoming environment in the law
school by supporting our student organizations and activities and building minority faculty and staff members.
A: Heckler: "I assure you that the law
school is light years ahead of the general campus." The general campus has

not been "deliberate and strategic about
it."
We are attempting to fix that by recruiting in Catholic churches, Hispanic
Cultural Centers and in Black churches.
Alqng those same lines, we are working
with the K through 12 pipeline to encourage minority students to get on the
right track to stay in school.

2. Reputation. We do this through our
faculty. "As great as you guys are, you
guys don't make the reputation [of a law
school] ... the faculty does."
A: Lind: Additionally, we're incorporating more technology as well. We're
on YouTube, Facebook, Twitter. Just
check out the law school's website and
Look at all of it.

Q: From Christina ·Talamonti, IL:
Q: from Josh Mahler, 3L: Over the
What is the faculty and staff doing to past three years there has been a sighelp raise Valpo Law from a Tier 4 law . nificant downward decline of grades
school to a Tier 3 law school?
and G.P.A. 's because of normalization.
A: Dean Lind: The main thing that I,
How are we expected to remain comas Dean of Faculty Development for petitive in the job market with other
the past two years, have been doing is
students from other law schools where
raising name recognition and visibility.
the curve is a 3.2 instead of the 2. 7 we
First with faculty job offers. The biguse?
gest thing right now is to get professors
A: Adams: There ha been a great conin the building with national reputacern throughout all law schools over
tions.
grade inflation. This is a problem we,
For example: Professor Rebecca
along with all other law schools, are
Huss has been on ESPN and the Animal
trying to combat. There was also a conPlanet multiple times; Professor Alan
cern about unfairness in grades. Also
White is quoted daily in the Wall Street
over grade shopping, where students
Journal and Washington Post; Professor
shop around for classes with the "easy
Penelope Andrews is on the forefront of A," We provide grade information to
International Law.
employers on a regular basis. They are
We continually bring in high proaware of what our grading range is.
file speakers. The best way for you to
A: Conison: "Grades don't matter."
help us in this respect is to show up for
Employers are more concerned with
events.
your class ranking. Employers are
We've also been papering the naalso much more concerned about your
tion with post cards advertising each of personal character - your leadership
our professors achievements and upskills, personality, reliability, persevercoming speakers. These post cards go
ance and ability to manage.
to the judges, alumni, professors and
lawyers all around the nation. Our nuQ: What is being done to enhance the
merical score has already gone up.
physical student areas and facilities?
A: Cichowski: The main way we've
A: Cichowski: Currently the basement
tried to raise our rank is by marketing
of this building is full of junk [throat
as a whole. We've been working off clearing from Dean Persyn] ... I mean
of the same business plan for about six
library books. Right now we have plans
years now. That business plan has had
to expand that area down there. We'd
two main objectives: l. Visibility and
like to add a classroom in addition to

That was the first thing I noticed when
group study rooms down there. There
is no current time table on this project I toured the law school after becoming
President.
because it will be a very costly one. In
What you will notice around camorder to make that space habitable, we
pus is that there are parking lots that
would need to put in a new HVAC syshave been redone and some where there
tem down there as well as more plumbis grass growing between the cracks.
ing for bathrooms ecetera.
Some of these lots were used as staging
Now a project that is far closer to
areas for the Harre Union construction
reality is the reconstruction of Heritage
project.
Hall.* The reconstruction will take the
Similarly, until the Heritage Hall
existing building from 7,000 sq ft to
reconstruction project is approved and
21,000 sq ft. It is going to become the
we know where the construction stagCenter for Lawyer Skills.
ing areas are going to be, there is no
Once the building is reconstructed,
sense in spending $500,000 or $1 milit will be home to the Moot Courts and
lion on ~epaving parking lots that may
Mock Trial as well as housing all Prebe destroyed with construction equipTrial Skills and Trial Advocacy classes.
ment and will need to be repaved in 3
The plans right now include a courtroom to rival any Federal courtroom - or 5 years again.
***
in the country. Also, the reconstructed
Following the Lunch with the
Heritage Hall will include general stuDeans, many students commented that
dent spaces - study spaces, another
not enough of the que tions were anatrium and student conference areas.
swered. Additionally, students would
like to hold meetings such as these once
Q: What about lockers in the reconor twice a semester to help increase
structed Heritage Hall?
communication and visibility of the
A: Cichowski: Lockers ... well ...
deans to the student population.
those are on the list of "if we can do
There were far more questions
them, we will." We've looked at some
submitted than there was time to answer
really nice ones. Ones that you would
during Chapel Break. Check back nex.t
actually be able to use. They would be
month for answers to the remaining
wide enough to put a rolling briefcase
questions.
in, have an electrical charger built in for
your laptops, you could actually fit your
*For more information about the Hericoat in them. But the honest truth is that
tage Hall reconstruction please see Dean
they just take up so much real estate in a
Consion 's article on page 6.
building. Right now we just don't have
the space to put them in.
**There are currently three blue emergency light~ in construction in the front
parking lots of the law school. Thank
Q: The parking lots . . . is there any
chance of repaving them or getting to President Heckler for finally addressbetter lighting in them?
ing this safety issue, which law students
A: Heckler: Our number one priority
have been trying to get resolved for at
for the facilities of the law school right
least the past 3 years.
now is getting additional lighting and
Alecia is a 3L and can be reached atfothe blue emergency lights in place.**
rum@valpo.edu.
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The Deari's Corner From the Career Planning Center
The New
Heritage Hall
Clinical and
Skills Building

until we were able to raise substantial
funds from alumni and friends.
In the past' several years, we have
received some very generous gifts from
people who are dedicated to the law
school and to our students and programs. Especially important has been a
gift of more than $4 million from a very
good friend of the law school (who preJayConison
fers at this time to remain anonymous).
Dean
That gift enabled us to begin to move
aw school is a community of down the path toward construction, and
the good news is that we are now very
people, not buildings. A law
close. At its meeting in January, the Unichool is only as good as the
faculty who teach, the staff who provide. versity Board ofDirectors authorized us
to have our architects prepare construcservices and the students who populate
tion drawings. These are highly detailed
the learning environment. This is the
drawings that show the contractors exreason we work so hard to recruit a~d
actly where each beam, pipe, wire, duct
develop excellent faculty members, hire
and screw goes. Construction drawings
talented staff members who are dediare the last step in a construction project
cated to student learning and growth,
before
breaking ground.
and build classes of students who have
The new building will have two
immense potential to learn, lead and
m&jor components. One will look nearserve.
ly identical on the outside to the existThe spaces we occupy help detering,
original part of Heritage Hall-it
~ne the nature of our community. They
will be a two-story, rectangular brick
make people feel better about spending
building, and this part of the facility
long hours teaching or learning. A well
will house our clinics. On the inside
conceived, well designed bui~ding althis new Heritage Hall will be much
lows for more and better programs, al. lows for a better flow of people as they more functional and will have a much
work and learn, and permits adaptation nicer client intake area, offices, conference rooms and student areas. It will be
to changing uses and needs. You have
connected to a second building that will
seen how well the University's Chrishouse some of the public infrastructure
topher Center works as a study space,
(e.g., elevators), a teaching trial courtand you may have had a chance to see
room, classrooms and conference rooms
the new Student Union-it is a beautiful
that can be used for teaching skills in
and funct~onal place for meals, events
our curriculum. The lower level will be
and community activities. We have alused for storage and for infrastructure.
ready begun to schedule law school
The new facility as a whole will nearly
receptions, dinners and meetings at the
triple the space we now have available
Student Union.
in Heritage Hall.
In the law school, you have seen
We are currently living in ecoour improvements to Wesemann Hall
nomically
challenging times. Many law
over the past several years. The buildschools and universities are responding is far more pleasant and more funcing to the challenges by halting new
tional than it was when we began the
building
projects. We are not. To the
improvement process. We have plans
contrary, we are going forward with a
for even more improvements to the
building, mainly relating to expansion project that is so important to our programs and to our future. We should
on the lower level to provide more library and student space. ·But for now' be proud that we are able to do so. We
are, though, moving forward with this
(and the next few years) we will be takproject responsibly, as we continue to
ing a break from improving Wesemann
monitor the economic environment, so
Hall so that we can turn our attention
I cannot give you exact dates for breakto a much needed, much larger project,
ing ground and for occupancy. But we
that of constructing a new clinical and
are moving forward and with the apskills center.
proval of construction drawings we are
Heritage Hall, our current clinic
only one step away from starting conbuilding, is a 133 year old structure. It
struction. I will keep you informed of
clearly shows its age. We have known
continued progress. Because of the fifor a long time that Heritage Hall would
nancial support of our very good friends
have to be greatly renovated or else
and donors, and because of the strength
·replaced, in order to provide a better
and successes of the law school, we will
home for our clinics that could more efhave a new clinical and skills building
fectively serve students, clients and facthat will enormously benefit our proulty. But we also knew that it would be
grams, our students, our clients, and our
expensive-$8 to $10 million at a minifaculty and staff.
mum-and that we couldn't do anything

Recession, frqm page 1
the stream of law school graduates preparing to enter the job market. Economic times are tough and many law school
graduates have discovered a vastly different world exists than when they first
entered law school. Those able to find
employment in a legal setting will find
increased workloads with lower pay
scales as compared to prior years. Not
to mention the burden of repaying the
runaway costs of a legal education.
The average law student has approximately $120,000 in student debt
upon graduation. The National Law
Journal reported that 2006 private
school graduates paid, on average,

130% more for their education than 3Ls
who graduated in 1990. At the same
time, 2006 graduates are only earning
60% more than their 1990 counterparts.
Private school graduates also paid,
on average, $25,000 more than public
school graduates.
For those fortunate enough to
graduate from a top-tier law school or
in the top 3% of their class, job prospects are still bright and forthcoming
as law firms will continue to seek out
the best and brightest. Those of us
•fortunate' enough to graduate from the
•not-so-top-tier' law schools will have
a tougher time finding employment and
making those dreaded debt payments.
As of January 2008, the National Jurist

Student Spotlight; Jocelyn Mroz
Kim Kass
Associate Director, CPC

The Career Planning Center periodically features a student spotlight article in order to share the success stories
ofValparaiso University School of Law
students. This month's student spotlight
article is on third year law student, Jocelyn Mroz, who performed pro bono
work last semester with Cabrini
.
Green Legal Aid (CGLA).
CGLA is a non-profit organization based in Chicago that
provides free legal service in
the areas of family law, housing
law, criminal law and expungement, sealing, and clemency.
Each year, CGLA serves over
4,000 individuals. To fulfill its
purpose, CGLA relies heavily
on the dedicated pro bono work
of volunteers. I recently had an
opportunity to talk with Jocelyn
regarding her pro bono experience.
Q: What made you decide to perform your pro bono
work at CGLA?
A: When I was an undergraduate student at Wheaton
College, I had the privilege of
attending a CGLA benefit dinner
because an alumnus of Wheaton
College sponsored a table for
students involved in the pre-law
society. The stories I heard about
CGLA really made an impact on
me; so when my pre-law advisor
invited' me to take the last seat at
the Wheaton table, I gladly accepted. As a law student, I was in a position to give back to CGLA. I believe
in COLA's purpose and wanted to be a
part of it. Doing my pro-bono with them
was the perfect opportunity.

history sheets I dealt with had only a
few arrests so there were no bars to expungement (or sealing-depending on
whether the disposition was considered
a "conviction" or not), and we could file
appropriate paper work on their behalf
that same day. Often times I would fill
out a fee-waiver form for them as well.
Those seeking CGLA's assistance
did so for various reasons. Some were
seeking employment and the back-

Some are angry, ashamed, and anxious;
however, all have a certain degree of
humility. It was an honor to be able to
serve them and address their concerns. I
was humbled too. I am so lucky to have
grown up in a family where education
was a top priority. Many of CGLA's
clients never had the luxury of learning
the law at my age. I am really thankful
that my circumstances have allowed me
to do so.
Q:
Describe how
your pro bono experienced impacted you.
A: We have all been
well trained at Valparaiso
Law to tackle the legal i sues that others face. Even
as law shtdents, we are in a
position to make a real difference and to be a part of
justice. Service is not just a
mindset; it is a way of life.
Wherever I am employed
next year, I will pro-actively look for a way to
be involved and give back
because I have been given
so much.

ground check was holding up their application. Some wanted to be a foster
parent or to work with children; others
just wanted their slate wiped cJean because the arrest happened thirty years
ago and they have changed their lives.

Q: What type of pro bono work
did you perform for CGLA?
A: The pro-bono opportunities for
law students are to either conduct client
in-takes or assist pro-se litigants at the
Expungement Desk. My schedule permitted the latter. In the Daley Center, I
advised clients on their options regarding expunging, sealing or partially sealing their criminal records. CGLA also
gives advice on clemency if the individual is eligible.
CGLA can only help the first thirty people who sign up each day. Each
day I worked, I had to turn individuals away. The majority of the criminal

Q: What did you learn legally
and personally through your experience at CGLA?
A: Legally, I realized that learning
the law from a book and actually going
out to practice can be two completely
different things. I loved working ~ith
the clients at CGLA and determining
where the client's situation fit within the
criminal laws, yet I did not particularly
like reading about criminal law my I L
year. This took me by surprise.
I personally learned that I really
liked interacting with clients. These
people come to you looking for help.

reports that the· average starting salary
for a Valpo Law graduate is $56,000.
So, what can you do to increase
your job prospects? The first thing to
do, according to the National Jurist, is
to maintain flexibility. While you may
have your heart set on the Public Interest sector or a job in Corporate Law with
a big firm, don't overlook opportunities
in other areas of the law. Small firms
will be looking to hire new associates
as many corporate clients begin to seek
them out in an effort to cut costs.
Second, set your social networking account (i.e. facebook) to private
so that your law school social life can't
come back to haunt you. Although we
enjoy laughing at pictures of you falling

overboard during Boat Cruise, a potential employer might not find them very
humorous. Some bar examiners also
search for these during the Character
and Fitness exam, and we all know they
have no sense of humor.
Third, while Symplicity might be
the greatest thing since the invention
of the iPod, you will need to do more
than rely on the on-campus interview
process. Networking is an essential
part of the legal world and can mean the
difference between eating Filet Mignon
or Vienna Sausages. Never overlook
an opportunity to network including attending seminars and joining local bar
associations, or simply keeping in touch
with your classmates, which could pay

Q: What advice do
you have for other law
students regarding performing pro bono work?
A: . Do wh~t you feel
called to do. CGLA was
an organization that found
a place in my heart a long
time ago. Although my actual contribution was minimal (compared to the hours
the staff attorneys and other volunteers put in), I got
so much out of volunteering including
practical experience, knowledge about
myself, and new friend .
r would also say, don't rush it. If at
all possible, take time when you're a 1L
to be involved in different things. Seek ._
out the organizations you believe in and
take the first step in contacting themeveryone can use free help! My experience was actually fun because I chose
it, rather than taking the first thing that.
came along to satisfy the requirement.
Our time is precious; we might as well
spend it intentionally.
Cabrini Green Legal Aid has
agreed to accept Valparaiso Law students on a pro bono basis. If you are
interested in performing pro bono work
for Cabrini Green Legal Aid or another
organization, please contact Kim Kass
at kim.kass@valpo.edu.

off in a few years time.
Ultimately, the economic cns1s
should abate with time and the economy should rebound, just like it did after
the Great Depression. Comfort can be
found in the fact that people will always
need Wills or Trusts drafted, get injured
in car accidents or by falling down,
commit critpes, get divorced and adopt
children. Perhaps those aren't your preferred practice area, but at the end of
the day having a job doing something
legal is better than no job at all, especially when that first loan bill arrives in
December.
Natasha is a 3L and can be reached at
forum@valpo. edu
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Rockin' The
New music to
feed your soul
Brett Stein
Forum Music Critic

Two Tongues - Two Tongues

B

om as a side project between
two prominent emo bands,
Chris Conley of Saves the
Day and Max Bemis from Say Any-

thing, this album also features
other members from each group and
covers the same standard fare for the
genre with songs about breakups and
couples reuniting. The album features 13 tracks of mostly short duration with a few longer tracks mixed
in. Fans of either group and fans of
emo music in general would be well
served to give it a listen.
Bemis' voice provides a steadying vibe to a combination of mixed
melodies ranging from punk to falset-

~Burbs • • •

to/funk. Each track tries sometlllng
new and rarely do the songs blend together into an album's worth of material that the average listener can't tell
apart.
At times Conley's voice sounds
like that of a teenager yet to reach
full development but it compliments
that of Bemis in an organic fashion.
While emo music has gotten a bad
rap in recent years (I am talking about
you Chris Carrabba, lead singer of
Dashboard Confessional, and the frequently melodramatic Conor Oberst,
of Bright Eyes fame,) this album is
a beacon of hope. When all of the
bands in the genre are writing eerily
similar songs something has to give.
At a relatively brief 35 minutes
some of the album highlights include,
"Back Against the Wall," which features a funky baseline supported by
nasal vocals and a steady drumbeat.
"Don't You Want To Come Home," is
one. of the softer tracks on the album
and the lyrics detail a breakup gone
bad.
This album might be more of a
wait and see than a must buy unless
you are a fan of Saves the Day and
Say Anything. No single track really
emerges as a clear cut single, thou&Jl
the album is sure to receive steady radio play on college stations. I rate this
one a 5 out of 10 and buyer beware,
this is probably for emo fans only.

February 2009

The Music Buzz

The Fray - The Fray
his review is dedicated to all
female fans of Grey's Anatomy because the show is sure to
keep The Fray relevant and employed
on a major label as long as the show
remains on the air.
The first single, "You Found
Me," stays true to the formula that
worked on their first album. They

T

group's first album) are simply sticking to the formula that made them
successful in the first place. Their demographic is notoriously fickle and as
a result the band takes few risks and
instead steers along at an inoffensive
pace. Even Coldplay learned eventually that nearly every track on the album can't contain the piano if a band
is to evolve and gradually explore the
outer reaches of their musicianship.
For fans of The Fray this alpum
will be what you expected. For everyone else, if you enjoy the single you
will like the rest of the tracks. I give it
a 6.5 out of 10.

ing in this set of tracks and while that
does grind on the listener toward the
end, the theme of this album (and all
three reviewed albums this month) is
to be patient while listening and you
will be rewarded. The best track on
the album may be "Chocolate High,"
a duet with co-writer Musiq Soulchild
is highly addictive and likely to be put

lndia.Arie - Testimony: Vol. 2,
Love and Politics

F

attach a catchy guitarhook to a wellplaced piano and insert a slow build
up to the angst and general malaise
of lead singer Isaac Slade. Hard to
believe it's been four years since their
multi-platinum debut "How To Save a
Life," which was powered by the immensely successful title track and the
aforementioned attachment to Grey's
Anatomy.
The songs themselves are decent
enough and a few even stand out, primarily, "We Build Then We Break,"
and the album opener, "Syndicate."
The band and the producers (who
return from having produced the

or those unfamiliar with her
music, her previous album,
"Vol. 1, Love & Relationship,"
chronicled the end of her previous relationship, and her new record takes
a firm step towards resolution and
hope.
Arie is comfortable skipping
around genres including folk music and hip-hop. She gets help from
notable guest stars MC Lyte, Musiq
Soulchild, Gramps Morgan, Dobet
Gnahore, Terrell Carter, and Sezen
Aksu. In general she just seems happier than in past years and it shines
through in the music.
She sings about the poor on
"Ghetto," and the bonus track "A
Beautiful Day," findsArie singing that
life is a challenge not a competition.
She preaches faith and positive think-

·on endless repeat.
The reason behind the use of the
word politics in the album's title is
that Arie broaches a number of serious
and sensitive topics. She sings about
the aftermath of Hurricane Katrina,
the Iraq war and improper sexual conduct with minors. For listeners who
are in a dark place and seek songs of
hope and the human spirit, this album
is just what the doctor ordered.
. On the whole this album is a little
preachy but also makes no apologies
for its songs of staying upbeat and
helping yourself. Her voice oozes
soul and her arrangements are nearly
flawless. I give it a 7 out of 10.
Brett is a 3L and can be reached at
forum@valpo. edu.
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Feeding Gus

BUCKLEY'S BREWHOUSE

tasteful, although Gus said it made him
a little sleepy.

Lia Fail Stone of Destiny Ale, Inveralmond
Brewery Ltd., Perth, Scotland.

Pes to's
Kirsten Haalboom
~(l}m Food Critic

oh baby. it c.old outside. When
it i this chilly, most people,
including me, crave carbohyte .. When I think carbohydrates, I
·pasta.
Growing up in an Italian town,
a huge fan of pasta. However, it
be difficult to impress me, because
1like cooking my own pasta. If I can
ake it myself, I am unlikely to want
pay for someone else to make it for
When I heard about the pasta buffet
Pe to , I thought I should try it out
(! rthose of you who do not enjoy mak!! your own pa ta. The buffet is open
; Wednesdays from four o'clock until
nine o'clock.
I must say, I had never beard of a
asta buffet. It seemed like a bad idea
to me, as most delicious pasta dishes
mvolve ingredients that would either
dry out on a buffet or become slightly
ongealed. I was slightly apprehensive
of what would be served at this buffet.
1ha\'e always enjoyed my meals at Pesto in the past so I had high hopes for
the buffet there.
My review of Pestos Italian Restaurant follows.

O

l.Ambiance
The first thing you notice when
) ou walk into Pestos is a fountain in
the middle of the main room. Everything is lit by twinkle lights, giving a
romantic glow to the space. The tables
are et with plenty of space between
them. so you have an element of privacy that lends itself to cozy evenings.
However, we were shown to the seating
beside the bar. We sat in a booth, which
had slashes in the upholstery, making
us wonder who brought knives in their
pockets. Other than that, the music was

"He's just not
that into you"
Sean Hatfield
Forum Movie Critic
ell, I got in trouble yet again.
Last time I missed a meeting and was forced to review
''The Women." To add insult to injury,
l actually liked the movie. This time I

W
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2. Service
Of course, since we were eating
from the buffet, we did not have as
much contact with servers. Still, our
server introduced herself to us by name,
and our drinks were never empty. Also,
there is a staff person attending the buffet at all times, helping you serve yourself and ariswering questions about the
food. Overall, the service was excellent
during our time at the restaurant.
3. Cost
Usually, Ita1ian food tends to be
on the expensive side. However, at
twelve dollars a person, the buffet was
fairly affordable. For that twelve dollars, you were able to enjoy everything
from salad to dessert. And, of course, it
is all you can eat, so you have plenty of
opportunity to eat your money's worth.
So if you intend to partake in this buffet, get ready to carbo load and come
hungry.
4. Taste
We both started with the salad, and
quite frankly, it was nothing to write
home to mom about. It was simply iceberg lettuce, with a few traditional toppings to eat with. The breadsticks were
tasty. They were simple twists of white
bread, brushed with butter and sprinkled
with parmesan. I recommend dipping
them in the marinara that is served with
the pasta on the buffet.
Gus trielil the pesto crusted salmon, ~nd said that it had good flavor, but
it was a little dried out. I tried the veal
parmigiaria, which was prepared in the
traditional way, breaded and served in
marinara with mozzarella on top. Gus
also tried Italian sausage, and said that it
was very traditionally flavored.
There were four pastas served on
the buffet, therefore you could taste a
little of each if you are inoecisive like

missed some ridiculous deadline thing
(Deadline? What? Who?) and was told
that my next cinematic adventure would
be "He's Just Not That Into You." My
begging, pleading and general· whining got me absolutely nowhere. And
so it was that I was given the privilege
and honor of reviewing a movie that
undoubtedly wo~d make me feel bad
about being a man and make me feel
even worse about [insert any name here]
who I broke up with back in [insert any
date here] and called me every night to
yell at me for what seemed like forever.

me. I tried the tortellini caprc c fir t. I
enjoyed the fresh vegetables served wtth
it and the lightness of the oil auce. Gus
really liked the roasted garlic chicken,
which was pennc with chicken and
broccoli in a cream sauce. but he did say
there was very l,ittle chicken in it. That
was a problem that the chicken marsala
also suffered from, as it tasted primarily like pasta in a mushroom sauce.
However, the butternut squash ravioli
in a brandy sauce won the evening, as
Gus's comment on it was "I think I am
addicted to this ravioli." I thought it was
a touch too sweet for a main course, but
it was very fun to try on the buffet.
Once I had tried all of the pasta I
could, I moved down the buffet to the
pizza. There were four pizzas available, which were five cheese, barbeque
chicken, pepperoni, and mushroom garlic. [tried the five cheese, and thought it
was very tasty. The crust was crispy and
the cheese was delicious, but not overpowering. It was not by any means the
best pizza I had ever had, but it was very
good for a ouffet ..
My favorite thing on the buffet
was dessert. Pestos served a bread pudding with pecariS,. t pped with what
the server called homemade whipped
cream. Howeve_r, it was a little less than
whipped for my taste. It made more of
a sauce than a whipped cream. Still, it
was delicious, and finished off the meal
on a pleasant note.

located at Edinburgh Castle, Scotland. I
found this beer to be aptly named. It is
Forum Beer Critic
the cornerstone of the "Scottish Ales" I
have sampled.
affied. I found myself absolutely
It pours from an attractive 500ml
stumped this time around with
what many Americans purport bottle a dark copper, br.ownish amber
to be a ''Scottish Ale." After some quick rust color. No notable head could be
observed, and very Little, if any, carresearch, I found that "Scottish Ale" is
a fictional category drawn by American bonation was evident. After even a
vigorous pour, very I ittle or no head
beer amateurs that somehow ha made
appeared, though a thin, minimal lace
its way into the mainstream. Actually,
the term "Scottish Ale" only refers to a remained for the duration of the sample.
I stopped short of a full pour a I noticed
beer originating or brewed in Scotland.
the beer's authentic bottle conditioning,
Many (including me up to this point)
and was a bit concerned about under
assume that this term, in fact, is a legiticarbonation.
mate distinction among beers from the
The scent was fairly simple, of
British Isles. This confusion more than
a very hard, dry cider with very little
likely originates from a misinterpretaspice, such as those imported from Engtion of the term "Scotch Ale," which
land. A light floral aroma suggested an
actually does confer a meaningful connotation of an ale whose grain is malted understated happiness along with a very
light cinnamon .o r clove. Next, I felt
from the flames of native Scottish peat.
completely deceived. This beer's palette
To accurately classify this style,
resembled nothing I expected from the
one would have to begin with the traessences it gave my other senses. The
ditional British Isles Extra Special Bitale's overwhelming complexity includter (or ESB) against a backdrop of the
ed spicy, sweet, sour, and bitter. The
more unique and bolder styles of Scotfirst impression of its caramel sweetness
land. British beers date back as far as
was finely balanced against a spicy dryany, and many breweries outdate the
ness that loudly echoed the cinnamon
governments which now contain them.
and clove but with a much more proThey were simply classified by the
found iqtensity. The body also included
"Schilling" system, conferring a value
notes of a very weak coffee, very light
upon the concentration, and were thus
named. These ranged from the 90 Schil- chocolate, arid a thick egginess, such as
Conclusion:
ling down to the 60 Schilling, and were in a delicate flourless chocolate pastry.
Our meal was satisfying and worth
The finish was overwhelmingly
primarily based upon each beer's ABV.
the price of the buffet. It was nothing
dry, which left the mouth feeling almost
Because this beer is about 4.7% ABV,
out of the ordinary, with very traditional
squeaky. I truly wish Lia Fail wasn't
it would likely be classified a 60 SchilItalian dishes being served. Still, it is
ling. Having had the pleasure of slowly so hard to find, because I would like to
an excellent way to feed your carbohysavoring it myself, I am confident it is further unravel the flavors I just began
drate cravin~ on a cold winter evening. I
worth each and every one if you are to uncover with the few delectable minwould recommend this buffet to anyone
lucky enough to find it-especially if utes I got to spend with this delightful
who loves pasta, but does not love preale.
you find it in the cask (on tap).
paring it themself.
The beer's name, Lia Fail, is also
Kirsten is a 3L and can be reached at worth a note. In fact, Lia Fail is the name Chris is a 3L and can be reached atfoof the Coronation Stone from the King rum@va!po. edu
forum@valpo. edu.
of the Scots from 840 A.D., and is now

Chris Buckley

B

Consequently, [insert name hereJ is now
married to plastic surgeon in Beverly
Hills and drives a Bentley while I am
in Article 2 hell here in Valpo. Lowsy
Karmic retribution.
But, here's the deal and really - it's
not my fault. Frankly I blame the UCC.
I went to go see "He's Just Not That
Into You" -honest. But it was right
after class, I was still mulling over the
subtle nuance of the hot mess that is the
uniform commercial code and I walked
into the wrong theater. No really - and
before I figured out just what in the hell

was going on, I found myself suddenly
and completely enthralled with what
was going on on the Big Screen. So it is
that today's review is not "He's Just Not
That Into You" (thank God), but rather
"New In Town" featuring truly great
performances by Renee Zellweger, Harry Connick; Jr. and that nice lady from
"Men in Black" (you remember, aliens
stole her husbands body).
This film gets high marks from
me despite inappropriately low marks
from most critics. Zellweger plays a
sharp ambitious business executive

from Miami who gets sent to Minnesota
and finds herself totally removed from
everything she knows. Her transition
from the fast paced warmth of Miami to
the snow covered small to}¥11 lifestyle
of New Ohm proves to be a bit rough,
but she soon finds a love interest with
Connick, Jr. arid warms up to her new
scrapbooking, tapioca loving friends.
Ordinarily, I am not a huge Zellweger fan. I don't dislike her, but I have
never been wowed by her acting. But
her role in this ·film fit perfectly. She
will be remembered for "Bridget Jones'
Diary" but this wcf!; her best work yet.
Similarly, I have always thought that
Connick Jr. should have stuck to singing. That said, be seemed to get it right
this time, and he has great chemistry
with Zellweger. The real star of the
film, however, was Siobhari Fallon.
Fallon has been in several films, including "Men in Black," "Forest Gump"
and "Fever Pitch," but this is the first
time that she comes in to her own as the
ultimate small town Minnesota woman.
Her performance warms the screen and
you should look for her to be in bigger
arid better roles in the near future.
It's not an epic movie by any
means, the story itself isn't particularly unique, but it's a solid film with
solid acting and it's fun. It has been a
long time since I have seen a really fun
movie that left me smiling and satisfied,
but this one got it done. Go watch and
enjoy!
Sean is a 3L and ca~ be reached at fonmz@valpo. edu
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Profiles

Hometown:

Hometown:

Hometown:

Culver, IN

Beecher, IL

Dearborn, Ml

Undergraduate School:
Bentley College

Undergraduate Major:

Undergraduate School:

Undergraduate School:

University of St. Francis,
Joliet, IL

University of Michigan

Undergraduate Major:

BA English & History, BSE
in Secondary Education
{English & HistQry)

Undergraduate Major:

Corporate Finance
& Accounting

Political Science

Family: Mom (Linda), Dad (Mark), Sister (Allison), Brother
(Deric), Fiance (Jonathan)
1) So a new book is coming out by Jane Austen and Seth

Grahame-Smith called Pride and Prejudice and Zombies. You
are planning on buying it, right?
No, zombies freak me out.

Family: Married, no children

Family: Walt (Dad), Rita (Mom), Walter (Older Brother), Michael
(Younger Brother), and Snoopy (Dog)

1) So a new book is coming out by Jane Austen and Seth
Grahame-Smith called Pride and Prejudice and Zombies. You
are planning on buying it, right?
Nope, sounds like a waste of perfectly good trees and ink.

2) When you do find time to read for fun, what genre do you tend
2) When you do find time to read for fun, what genre do you tend
to find yourself drawn to?
to find yourself drawn to?
- I love the classics, give me a Bronte or Steinbeck novel and I'm a
I read a lot of nonfiction, usually history or biographies.
happy camper.
3) Who's your favorite horror movie villain? Why?
Does the Wicked Witch of the West count? Nightmares and cold
sweats are not on my list of things to do so I avoid horror movies
at all costs!

3) Who is your favorite horror movie villain? Why?
I do not have one. Horror movies give me nightmares, even at age
25, so I never wateh them.

4) Which country do you like least: Italy or France? (Mind you,
No one ever says Italy.)
Since I am Italian and I love my carbs, I would have to say France.

4) Which country do you like least: Italy or France? (Mind you,
No one ever says Italy.)
France, I guess.

5) You're in Madrid. A sniper's in the window above you.
There's a grizzly bear behind you, an alligator in front of you.
What do you do?
Stand there and pr'ay that Edward Cullen from "Twilight" rescues
me.

5) You're in Madrid. A sniper's in the window above you. There's

a grizzly bear behind you, an alligator in front of you. What do
you do?
Throw rocks at them.

6) You've staged a coup d'etat and named yourself President of
S.B.A. You've decided to spend all your funds in one big bash for
the law school. What's your plan?
Definitely a huge 80s dance party. Costumes required.
7) Valentine's Day is this month. What holiday do you hate the
most?
Valentine's Day.

7) Valentine's Day is this month. What holiday do you hate the
most?
'
Sweetest Day is pretty pointless.

8) Favorite pet(s) you've ever had?
My current cat, Walter Buckwalter. He's a grouch, but I love him
anyway.

8) Favorite pet(s) you've ever had?
Right now my pet guinea pig, Chito.

9) Would you rather meet your favorite band or favorite actor/
actress?
Favorite band.

9) Would you rather meet your favorite band or favorite. actor/
actress?
I've pretty much always had a crush on Adam Sandler!

10) You're leaving on a 3 hour road trip! Which 3 CDs are you
taking with you to pass the time?
~
The Avett. Brothers, Emotionalism. The Rolling Stones, 40 Licks
Volume 1. Led Zeppelin, Physical Graffiti, but I can't decide if I
want Volume 1 or 2.

•
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6) You've staged coup d'etat and named yourself President of
S.B.A. You've decided to spend all your funds in one big bash for
the Jaw school. What's your plan?
As I am getting pretty tired of this weather I would plan a cruise to
a warm destination for a couple of days. If that didn't work out, I'd
bring the beach to the school.

10) You're leaving on a 3 hour road trip! Which 3 CDs are you
taking with you to pass the time?
Jack Johnson, In Between Dreams
Nelly Furtado, Loose
No Doubt, Rock Steady

5

1) So a new book is coming out by Jane Austen and Seth
Grahame-Smith called Pride and Prejudice and Zombies. You
are planning on buying it, right?
I most definitely am, as a Jane Austen novels are simply amazing,
especially with a nice glass of wine. This book would be interesting to read, if the Zombie is actua11y the spurned lover analogous
to Austen's typical character of Wickersham, or if there is another
twist? Maybe one of the Zombies will be the new Mr. Darcy?? That
would be wicked awesome.

2) When you do find time to read for fun, what genre do you tend
to find yourself drawn to?
I normally love historical non-fiction, but fiction is also great. I love _
the Harry Potter series.

3) Who is your favorite horror movie villain? Why?
Jason Vorhees. Why? Because Friday the 13th is one of the best
days ever, and really, if you ever were a camp counselor you would
relate to him.

4) Which country do you like least:· Italy or France? (Mind you,
no one ever says Italy.)
France. As if I would say the other, but if I did then you wouldn't
find my body.
5) You're in Madrid. A sniper's in the window above- you.
There's a grizzly bear behind you, an alligator in front of you.
What do you do?
Wrestle the alligator Steve Irwin style. Then give the grizzly bear a
hug, as he is really just a sweet teddy deep inside, and hope that by
that time the sniper is laughing so hard that he can't get a good shot
off before the grizzly gives me a boost to the window to drag him
out. Crap, maybe I need two grizzly bears to reach.
6) You've staged a coup d'etat and named yourself President of
S.B.A. You've decided to spend all your funds in one big bash for
the law school. What's your plan?
I would throw a huge luau with a roasted pig (complete, with the
apple in the mouth), hula dancers, fire throwers/eaters, the whole
nine yards. Hmm, maybe just fly everyone down to Hawaii??
7) Valentine's Day is this month. What holiday do you hate the
most?
I personally dislike Valentine's Day, as we sho~ldn't just reserve
one day a year to show that special person in our lives that we care
about and for them. However, kudos to Hallmark for popularizing a
full day devoted to couples and reminding us in this crazy fast-paced
world that we need to slow down and appreciate that person in our
lives.

3
8) Favorite pet(s) you've ever had?
Snoopy! He's the only pet I've ever had.
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9) Would you rather meet your favorite band or favorite actor/
actress?
Neither? While it would be an experience, you are more than likely
bound to be disappointed. I would rather meet someone with whom
I did not hold in such high esteem. In this regard, ignorance might
be bliss.
10) You're leaving.on a 3 hour road tri~! Which 3 CDs are you
taking with you to pass the time?
Umm, I can rarely stand a whole CD of the same artist" for an
extended period of time, so my 3 CDs would be mixes of various
artists and genres.
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,L aw Week off to a roaring start
Trivia Night

Bar-A-Than
Rachel Sharron
Sports Editor

V

Rachel Sharron
Sports Editor

rivia Night marked the kick off
of Valparaiso University School
of Law's annual Law Week,
which has been a Valpo Law tradition
for at least the last 20 years. Held on
Monday, February 16 in Tabor Classroom, six teams competed in seven
rounds of trivia questions and namethat-song-and-performer for gift cards
to area restaurants-.
Questions ranged from history and
science to literature and pop culture.

T

alparaiso University School of
Law's annual Law Week continued Thursday night with BarA-Thon, which was held at Inmans on
February 19 from eight till midnight.
Bar-A-Thou is an event, "where
students can gather in a more relaxed
setting to have some fun and engage
in simple, parlor-type games in which
most ever:;rone can at least participate,"
said Justin Staublin, Student Bar Association 3L class representative and this
year's Bar-A-Than gaming operations
supervisor.
While Law Week has been a Valpo
Law tradition for at least the past 20
years, accordmg to the SBA, Bar-AThou ha~ only been an event for about
The hosts also played snippets of two
three years. Bar-A-Thon is a competisongs per round of which groups had
tion between 8-person teams in Darts,
to name the song name and performer.
Bowling, Pool and Bags/Com hole.
The music played ranged from classics
This year's competition saw a change
such as "Traveling Man" by Rickie Nelfrom Poker to Bags.
The change was made for a few
son to more modem tracks by U2 and
reasons, said Staublin and SBA Vice
Savage Garden.
. The first place prize was a $50 gift President, Paul Kulwinski, including
the fact that the Poker event had taken
card to Pastimes, with a $30 card to El
Saito for second place. The third place too long in years past. Inmans had also
team received a $20 gift certificate to
added a room for bags to their facility, and lastly, there was no good way
Buffalo Wild Wings.
to "rank" poker finishes and SBA was
trying .to make every participant count
Rachel is a 3L and can be reached at
towards a team's final score. To further
forum@valpo. edu
that end, said Staublin and Kulwinski,

3201 E. Evans Avenue 1 Valparaiso, IN 46383
www.inmansvalpo.com

WEDNESDAY
$1.50

PER GAME, $1.50 SHOE RENTAL
ALL DOMESTIC DRAFT PITCHERS $5.95
ALL DOMESTIC DRAFT 14 OZ $1.50
ALL WELL DRINKS $1.50
DOMESTIC BOTTLES $2.00

changes to the scoring method were
made. This year each game will count
towards a team's total score instead of
just the first three games, as teams will
now get points based on how far they
advance in each event.
The new scoring system, "will
reward teaq1s which feature players
who finish strong in all events," said
Staublin. "We're trying to avoid a team
winning two events and blowing off the
importance of the rest of the competition."
Bags and Pool led off the evening's
competitions, with Bowling and Darts
following just after 9:00. In accordance
with Bar-A-Thon rules, two players per
team competed in each event, but no
• players could participate in more than
one event. Eight teams in all participated, but only two, Team Awesome and
Ambulance Chasers, made it into the
final rounds of more than one event.
The top three teams overall all
received gift certificates to local area
establishments, inciuding restaurants
and BestBuy. Ambulance Chasers took
the grand prize with 270 points, while
Team Awesome and Peanut Butter and
Jelly Monsters carne in second and third
with 240 and 165 points respectively.
15 points separated the fourth - seventh placed teams as Team Obliterator
finished with 160, the Kinky Kulwinkis and Fertile Octogenarians each had
150, and Team Forum in seventh with
a score of 145. Johnny Cochrane and
the Defenders ended the night with 100
points.
In the event finals, Team Awesome edged out the Ambulance Chasers to win at Pool. The Team Awesome
members for this event were Steve Olsen and Kyle Hoogeveen. · The Fertile
Octogenarians came from behind to win
Darts when Matt Skilling hit two 20's

in the final round, beating Team Forum
170- 159. Aaron Giorgi was Skilling's
teammate in that event. The Ambulance
Chasers took the Bags competition by
beating the Kinky Kulwinki.s. Twirling for the Chasers were Nikki Morris
and Sasha Madlem. In the final event
of the evening, the Peanut Butter and
Jelly Monsters bested Team Awesome
in Bowling to bring this year's Bar-AThou to a close.
Overall the night seemed to go
well. No major incidents occurred, said
SBA President, Laura Wishart, who describes Bar-a-thon as one of the most
fun law school events. Wishart estimated that there were between 85 and
100 students there, a number of whom
were not participating in the competitions, but still came to be supportive and
check it all out.
IL Nancy Ruiz, who competed in
Bags for Team Forum, said she wanted
to check it out and see what Bar-A-Thon
was like since she's heard a lot about it.
Ruiz said she would consider corning
back next year if she had a good team.
Many 2Ls were at Inmans as well,
including Bar-A-Thou first-timer, Lucy
Wess, who said she enjoyed the evening, and taking a break from studying
and all the snow. Wess was recruited
to play for Team Awesome in the Bags
competition, though they lost in the first
round.
Law Week is set to close with Barrister's Ball on Saturday, February 21 at
Avalon Manor in Merrillville.

Rachel is a 3L and can be reached at
forum@valpo.edu.

THURSDAY
COLLEGE NIGHT! 9 PM - MIDNIGHT
$1.00 PER GAME, $1.00 SHOE RENTAL
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TRY OUT ONE OF OUR 10-WEEK SHORT-TERM
LEAGUES. A GREAT WAY T() HAVE FUN!

_ _
3 6 9

~EW

LEAGUE!

AUTOMATIC STRIKE IN FRAMES 3 7 6, 8t 9.
HIGHER SCORES 8t AVERAGES!
LEAGUE STARTS: SEPT. 8 @ 9 PM
PIZZA PARTY AND TROPHIES ON LAST NIGHT OF LEAGUE!

Try our new wings!

too Days to go!

••

Counting down to
graduation
Amber Waggonner
Forum Staff Writer

F

or those of you· that missed the
100 Day Celebration at Inman's,
you missed the party of the year!
It had all the necessities for an all-out
bash: pizza, wings, beer, door prizes,
gift cards, bowling, bean bag games,
and lots of beverage-induced revelry.
Those people who were unable to drive
home, for whatever reason, were offered taxi cab services at a discounted
rate with the cabs right there waiting for
patrons.
The moment you walked in you
were greeted and given a raffie ticket

for gift cards that were given away.
Several draws were made throughout
the night. Members of all classes came
out in droves to celebrate the last I 00
days of law school for the 3Ls. As the
night progressed, people split up into
teams for bowling. Even those who
weren't so great at bowling were having
a good time, mingling with friends and
playing other games.
The highest team score was 693,
bowled by: Joel Funk, Jon Fay, Steve
Olsen, Jon Morris, Steve Gage, and Josh
Hood. The highest individual score was
199, bowled by Steve Olsen.
With everything going on before
graduation this was a great way to relieve stress. if you missed all the fun,
don't fret because there are maw more
events to come before graduation.
Amber is a 3L and can be reached at
forum@valpo. edu
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EDITORIAL
Sarah Crouch
Managing Editor
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think Dean Adams essentially offered the following as part of his
explimation for why Valpo Law insituted grade normalization 3 years ago
- Well there was a lot of grade shopping
and people choosing classes based upon
what was considered an easy A. It's
not an exact quote, but it is the jist of
what those in attendance were told at
the Dean's Lunch held on February 17.
I was standing in the back of the room
and was stunned to hear someone finally
say it - a member of the administration
finally tried to pin the need for grade
normalization on the student and not on
grade inflating professors. While I have
no doubt that there are some students
out there that have grade shopped, I am
actually sure of it, this broad generalization made me incredibly angry.
I stood there and fumed for a few
minutes while I thought about whether
I had ever grade shopped in my academic career. I can safely say that I
have never grade shopped but I have
teacher shopped, these two things are
not the same. Let's use the best example of teacher shopping in this build~
ing. Professor Berner is well known
as- the teacher you want for Evidence.
He is engaging, energetic, and excellent at making what would be an otherwise boring procedural class into a
class that students don't hate. Berner's
evidence class is a class that students in
this school will work their class schedules around in their 2L year. Berner is
very popular and there are people in
this building that will take every class
he offers, myself included, despite his
notoriously difficult exams; his evidence exam is arguably the hardest final in this building, and he has less than
generous grade distributions. This is an
example of teacher shopping. Students
work hard to make sure they get the best
teachers on the faculty so they don't feel
like they are spending their days taking
classes that are about as interesting as
a dirt museum. Every student in this
building teacher shops, but I would argue that only a minority of the students
in this building grade shops. Most of
the time grade shopping results in a terrible class, which is the karmic punishment for the easy A.
As I stood in the back and mulled
over this idea of teacher shopping versus grade shopping, I continued to
become angry and I looked around
the room to see if anyone else was as
irritated as I was. Nobody seemed to
be annoyed with this comfnent or the
fact that this Lunch with the Deans had
turned our student body into the equivalent of the audience at a George W.
Bush town hall meeting. I have heard
complaining about high tuition, being
priced out of the public interest market,
despite the school's emphasis on service, the fact that the alignment on. my
car has been destroyed by a parking lot
that costs me a fortune to park in, grade
normalization, the fact that our library
bas actually gotten smaller, and funding
for multiple conferences going to a select group of people. Everyone in this
meeting was mad about something and
nobody used this fantastic opportunity
to ask the Deans and President Heckler
tough questions, save for one question
about the utility of the normalization
policy. What happened! This makes
no sense! Where in the world did the
group of angry big mouthed future lawyers go!

The answer:
WE ARE APATHETIC.*
This statement should come as no
shock to anybody. We are the generation of apathy. With the exception of
the likely temporary surge of politi-cal activity that came with the Obama
campaign, today's young people are
not willing to rock the boat or actively
seek change in a system where they see
flaws. I have two theories about why
this is: 1) We spent our teens and early
20s in a time when dissent was considered negative; 2) We think that passion
is a bad thing. Hear me out.
In the post 9/11 world the Bush
administration fostered the mentality
of "you are either with us or against
us". This turned protest and dissent
into activity that was considered unpatriotic. Free speech zones were formed
and I was told a number of times when I
questioned the leadership of our country
that ifl didn't like my freedom I could
move to Iraq. Under the Patriot Act too
much dissent could get you in trouble.
If your opposition got a little too loud
you could have your privacy invaded
with one of those very constitutional
warrantless wiretaps.
We spent the beginnings of our
political life taught that dissent was bad
and leadership was not to be questioned.
This permeates our day-to-day life now.
We don't question our leadership in this
law school for fear of retribution. We
are afraid of looking like boat rockers
or "trouble makers". Believe me when
I say, Dean Lind is not going to give
• you a bad grade in Remedies because
you ask her a tough question, she would
likely be thrilled to see that kind of conce~ or passion for this school. And yet
nobody asked her about how much the
Professor trading cards were costing
versus how much they have increased
our reputation.
This takes me into my next theory
about the extremely quiet room at Lunch
with the Deans. There was no passion
in that room. NONE. This is because
we as a society don't like extreme emotion to exist in real life. Jimmy Stewart
is allowed to have passion when he is
portraying Mr. Smith, but the rest of
us have to keep our emotions in check.
Passion in the classroom is not only
bad, but it is grounds to mock the individual demonstrating it. Think about
your Con Law class and the person in
that room who was outraged by a particular case, Kelo always irritated me.
This person raises their hand and expresses how absurd this case is and why.
What is your reaction? I know that this
person is probably the same person who
has raised their band fifteen times in the
last six classes so you have labeled this
person a gunner and have proceeded
to make fun of that person. Passion is
looked down upon and mocked so in
addition to quiet town hall meetings we
have quiet classrooms as well.
This is bad. We, as a student body,
need to embrace the opportunities that
our administration offers us. At Valpo
Law the administration was willing
to sit in the front of Ulbricht and be
grilled about issues that concerned us.
Most people don't have this kind of opportunity. We need to ask them hard
questions and demand answers to those
que tions. We need to embrace the kind
of passion that is associated with our
profession, express outrage when it is
appropriate and let the administration
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Why is it that the same two people
have attended three different conferences on the school's dime this year
alone? Is this fair? Or is it just that
no one else it taking advantage of the
funding from the school?- Feb 16

Hi! I'm Finch the Legal Gander.
Something on your mind? Do
yo~ have an opinion, comment or concern to share with
the world? Send me an instant
message via AOL (vuslforum)
or G-Talk (vuslforum@gmail.
com).

Can someone please tell me why 1t
feels like the tundra in the Chicago/
Hessler rooms? --Feb 16

I'll make sure your comments
show up on the Opinion pages
every month. And don't worry,
it's completely anonymous.
VU is so concerned with policy in the
classroom ... how about public safety?
Has anyone been outside yet? CLOSE
SCHOOL ... this is ridiculous -- Feb 4

TAKING A GANDER AT
THE LAW SCHOOL'S
OPiNIONS

I'm waiting for VU to CANCEL
classes. I cannot get out of my front
door!!!-- Feb 4
I now know what it takes for Valpo to

cancel classes. If 20 inches of snow
means a two hour delay, we would
need about 80 inches for full closure.
--Feb 4
HOLY SNOW BATMAN! --Feb 4
Apparently the school is using a
multi-factor balancing test to determine
whether to cancel classes .... no single
factor will be determinative. --Feb 4
Valpo should just cancel all classes
today as it's supposed to keep snowing
until 3pm. -- Feb 4
I think I'm going to need a snowsuit to
get to class. Seriously. --Feb 4

Umm, Sprint was being mean and
wouldn't let me upgrade, so then I
brought out the hammer and smacked
them. I got what I wanted. Was I too
_ harsh or did this multinational faceless
entity deserve it just like Best Buy did?
-Feb 16
Oh, where does the sun go at night?
I heard it goes to Paparazzi but I can
neither confirm nor deny.- Feb 16

Umm, the quality of education has
gone considerably since lunch. Is this
a gluten thing or am I just having a
reaction to the kool-aid? Also, I think
my gout is acting up because this pain
in the bwtt is still there? Help Legal
Gander!!! -Feb '11

I parked in the spot marked Visitor
Parking behind the clinic and I was
given a ticket. I looked into it and in

order to get a "Visitor Parking" pass,
you have to go to Kretzmann and get a
pass ..... how precisely would a "visitor"
know about this, I didn't even know
about this. - Feb. 18th.

I have a complaint. They want us to
rate our teachers for every class and
even offer bribes if we do so. I was
just approached~ by a teacher in one of smaller classes about me hating his
class. -Feb 12

As nice as it was to have the parking
lots plowed this morning before most
classes began, they didn't plow all of
the lots, and law school parking can
be tight especially iii the mornings.
--Feb19

A lesson I have learned through VITA:
live in girlfriends are not in fact dependants for the purposes of tax returns.
-Feb 14

So I heard that the school is financially
insolvent, is this true? -- Feb 19

Jay Conison just made my day!
Thanks for the snow day! --Feb 4
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Barely Legal
Jon Berbari & Jon Co hat
Forum Staff Writers
Barely Legal returns from its one month
sabbatical refreshed, rejuvenated and
more bitter than ever ...

ear Barely Legal:
Last week I got an email
from Dean Conison explaining
10 me that tuition was being raised to
nearly $35,000 per year. Please tell me
that this is a one-time increase, and that
1 will be consulted the next time this issue comes up 11 I
Sincerely,
'ickle N. Diming, 1L

D

ear Nickle:
This rise in price may
have come as a shock to you,
but don't worry- this is an annual tradition here at Valpo Law. Every year
Dean Conison sends out an email that
outlines how much the school has improved over the last year, and notifies
us that our tuition will be raised. Now,
you might be thinking back to your last
semester's Contracts class, and you
might be asking yourself - "Really,
did I have any input into this decision?
Was I consulted about this rise in price,
Really?" No, you were not- but don't
worry, if you don't want to finish law
school, then you don't have to pay the
higher tuition next year.
Hmmmm (you're thinking), that
sounds like a pretty raw deal. Well, it

D

would depend on which side of the
argument that you're on. But, we're
on your side, so let's pick this whole
problem apart a little bit. There must
be plans for building a new law school,
and that's what my increase in. tuition
will go towards ... right? Nope, not that
we've heard of. You are still going to be
crammed into these classrooms with no
room for your books and your computers, you'll still have the slowest email
system that has been devised since dialup. You will still have a library that is
getting smaller by the year. Law school
tuition has risen about 8 percent, per
year since we have been here (it was
approximately $28k our IL year). You
don't have any bargaining power, and
you're not likely to see any great improvements to your school before you
leave here. Yes, you can transfer to a
cheaper school - or you could study really hard and try to get at least a partial
scholarship. But, chances are you're going to be like us and end up paying the
higher tuition while bitching about it in
The Forum.
What you choose to do with that
largely up to you. Howeducation
ever, the school that you just paid over
$100,000 in tuition to should do a better
job of making sure you are employed at
the time you graduate. One of the most
common complaints about our school is
that the Career Planning Center does a
poor job of making sure Valpo Law students are gainfully employed when they
leave campus for the final time. Over
your next few years here, maybe you
can press the administration to improve
this aspect of our school. Valpo Law
ranks high in the amount of financial aid

is
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that it gives to its students as compared
to other schools. Some schools allow
students to pay a fee at the beginning
of their 1st semester to "lock-in" the tuition rate for the next 3 or 4 years. We
truly wish that the administration would
consider this option for Valpo Law. This
would at least give students a meaningful choice.
Our advice is to build the largest
possible network you can, and get yourselfa J-0-B. Use those social skills that
you've been honing down at Duffy's.

feet) and employers look at this as well,
this did not resolve the problem that
employers still largely select their employees based on GPA and class rank.
The painfully obvious truth is that GPA
and rank are what get us in the door.
We also do not see a difference in curving the mean GPA to a 3.2 instead of a
paltry 2.7. This is easily changeable and
we exhausted our brains as to why the
school would stack the deck against us
when-Eureka!
Dana, the underlying truth that
we have inferred from this unnecessary curve is simply that it makes you
ear Barely Legal,
less transferable as a lL. It's no secret
I just attended the lunch
this school has an exodus of about 30with the Deans at chapel break 40 students per year to cheaper more
reputable schools. Valpo Law banks
and I was equally impressed and frustrated. Josh Mahler s question about on the fact that other institutions won't
grade normalization was danced
accept your transfer (or you won't try
to transfer) if you're sitting on a 2.5
around with by top management. Can
you answer why we are assigned such
GPA, and in the middle of the pack in
relatively low grade point averages
terms of class rank. Also, if you have a
scholarship dependent on a GPA of 3.0
compared to other law schools?
Sincerely,
or higher, the school would have to strip
that many more students of their scholDisadvantaged DanG:
arships if they were more marketable.
While we truly believe we are
receiving a stellar education here, you
ear Dana,
. We will try to answer can't forget you are attending
instituyour question as best we can.
tion that at the end of the day remains
a business with profit objectives that
The truth is there is no good reason as
include retention of income. We recomto why our GPAs are significantly lower
mend you suck it up buttercup, and fothan those of other law schools. While
cus on your other marketable attributes
we appreciate the Deans and President
other than your roughshod GPA, or put
Heckler taking time out to field questhat transfer application in anyway.
tions, we walked away confused more
than ever from this particular Q & A.
Jon & Jon are 3Ls and can be reached
While we were told we are selected
at forum@valpo.edu.
based on our life attributes and quality
of personhood (or something to that ef-
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Juris Do-ctor of Love
DrewTaylor
Forum Staff Writer

compliment her smile, etc. (5) Diversify.
your conversation. Say ordinary things
in extraordinary ways. Women are tired
of the same old lines and same old chitchat. They've heard it all before so
make sure you tell it to them in ways
they've yet to hear.
Remember, if you don't take good
care of your woman, there is at least
one man that will.
2) Duty of Candor

(Update: My patients are doing well.
Also, as a result of the increasing popularity of this column the doctor has had
o make a few house calls.)
1) The Blueprint

You talk a lot about what women do
wrong. I think that men need to be
equally accountable in relationships.
You men need help because obviously
you guys are lost. Also, the doctor might
want to take his own advice.
A) Men have been struggling to adjust
to this new kind of woman. The .independent, "I can do better than you, but
can you really do better than me" type of
woman. Let me grab the reins on this.
Gentlemen ... pay attention: (l) Upgrade
your wardrobe. It shows power and
women go crazy for a man with a good
sense of style. Check with Ehiman ...
he'll provide you with a few stores to
go to. (2) Get in the gym. Women love
to be held. There's something about being held by big, strong man that makes
them feel safe and secure. (3) Eye contact. It shows that you're into what she
is talking about. (4) Master the small
things. Remember her friends' names,
surprise her with breakfast, open doors,

a

Great column. Unfortunately, it led
me to a precarious situation. I had
a chance encounter with a young
lady. We 've been hanging out a bit,
but I can sense that shes growing attached. I didn ~ come to law school to
find a wife or something serious. Its
your fault doctor. Now I don ~ know
what to do with her.
A) One part of me wants you to end
things because it's not right to lead her
on by omission. However, my Dr. Jekyll side wants you to apply the ''rollercoaster' theory. You ride the ride
until someone wants to get off. Have
you really done anything wrong if you
haven't affinnatively led her to believe
that there could be more? It's- a moral
quandry. I won't advise a course of
conduct I'll just provide you with your
choices. Be careful though because following the "wrong" course might just
lead you to writing this column next
year.

natural f. .. arid that's the l0/10. It's
the person that's perfect for them. The
problem comes in when the person only
has 7/10. Sometimes there's something
missing ... .in this case the 3/10. (Ladies,
the "something" is not always physical).
So men will constantly be bothered by
the 3/10 that's missing. So what we do
is either: a) look to upgrade the 7 so that
we can be closer to having our l 0/ I 0 in
one person orb) find someone that compliments that 7/10. It's really just simple
math ... anything short of 10/10 just isn't
whole. For our emotional health ... we
all need to feel whole.
(Disclaimer: My advice is meant for
veterans in this game of love not for
rookies.)

Drew is a 3L and can be reached at forum@valpo.edu.

A) I don't necessarily condone cheating, but as a doctor I do see the benefits of it. I consulted a fellow expert
and we came up with The Power of
10. Let me explain. Everyone has their

STUDY ABROAD
5998 Alcahi Park, LS 310
San Diego, CA 92110-2492
Email: cking@sandiego.edu
www.sandie o.edu/lawabroad

The Hon. David L. Chidester, '81
Valparaiso, IN
Jay & Nan~y Conison, Valparaiso,
IN
The Hon. Roland Herrmann, '57
Green Valley, AZ
John R. Lea1,'61 Fort Wayne, IN
Robert Schnoor, '51 Grand Rapids,

MI
The Hon. RobertS. Sykes, Jr., '87
Ionia, MI
NickJ. Thiros, '57 Merrillville, IN
Wade R. Nichols, '84 Fishers, IN
Robert Selund, '78 Ogden Dunes,
IN

Platinum Level
Jon P. Dilts, '81 Bloomington, IN
Westley W. Duk~ '99 Lexington, KY
The Hon. Darlene Wanda MearsOckerman, '71 Redondo Beach, CA
Thomas R. Ruge, '76 Monrovia, IN

Gold Level
David C. Appel, '80 Valparaiso, IN

The Hon. Diane Kavadias Schneider,
'82 Hammond, IN
Laura Kenney, '97 Hartford, WI

2)Which famous rocker reportedly snorted a line of ants?
3)Which song ·by The Beatles,
al_so covered by William Shatner,
is rumored to be about LSD?
4)Which major league baseball
team has won the most World Series?
S)In which year did the Dodgers relocate from Brooklyn, New
York to Los Angeles, California?

9)What is the original name of
the Milky Way candy bar?

S<HOOI. OF lAW

DanielJ. Buksa,'93 Highland, IN

IN

l)In which year was the great fire
of London that started on Pudding Lane?

8)To which religious affiliation
was Valpo reportedly first connected?

t?fSanDi~go

Scott Bromann, '77 Glen Ellyn, IL

Lenore L Heaphey. '96 Valparaiso,

7)Which famous female author
published her novels under a
male name?

University

Diamond Level

Marcia Gienapp '77 Valparaiso IN

in

+

~tUVUt
The Forum thanks you.

Sports Editor

6)Which famous economics book
was first printed in 1776?

Barcelona
Florence
London
Moscow
Dublin
Oxford
Paris

;e~

Rachel Sharron

SUMMER
LAW STUDY

3) "You Complete Me"

I think he s cheating. Even on your stupid list I meet the standards. Why would
he step out on such a good thing?
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David Bruce Kotulak, Merrillville,
IN
Wade R. Nichols, '84 Fishers, IN
Lindsay Ogle, '05 Granger, IN
William H. Pasch, '67 Waynesville,
NC
Bryan and Laura Perrero, '93

Ma~

homet,IL
Rod Phares, Jr., '05 Paw Paw, MI
Thomas Thanas, '80 Plainfield, IL
Dan Wehrenberg, '79 Chicago, IL

Silver Level
Arthur C. Boos, '78 Dallas, TX
Mark Ilten, '75 Stevens Point, WI
Jon R. Rogers, 06 Noblesville, IN
Eric J. Sponheim, '86 Minneapolis,
MN
The Han. Stephen Wolaver, '75
Dayton,OH

Bronze Level

lO)On which soap opera did both
John Stamos and Demi Moore
star in the 1980's?

Robbin L. Benko, '04 Chesterton, IN
R. James McCune Jr., '82 Ocala, FL
John C. Voorn, '73 Palos Heights, IL
If you would like to become a patron,

please contact The Forum at:
The Forum, VUSL,
656 S. Greenwich Street,
Valparaiso, IN 46383.
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What's yo-ur beef?
INTER· RACIAL VS. INTER- RELIGIOUS DATING: WHICH ONE IS MORE DIFFICULT?
Drew Taylor
Forum Staff Writer

T

hree Stories:
'
Mildred Loving. On May
2, 2008, Mildred Loving died
at age 68. In the landmark case Loving v. Virginia, 388 U.S. 1 (1967), the
Supreme Court overturned Virginia's
miscegenation laws which prohibited
interracial marriages. Loving, a black
woman, was basically guilty of falling
in love with Richard Loving, a white
man.
President Barack Obama. The
first multi-racial president ever elected
in the U.S. President Obama is the son
of a white woman and an African man.
Many questioned whether his skin color
would affect his bid for presidency.
University of Florida Defensive
Coordinator Charlie Strong. Despite
having one of the top defenses in college football, Strong has consistently
been passed over for head coaching
jobs. Recently, Strong openly voiced
concern that his marriage to a white
woman has hindered his ability to get
a fair shot.
These stories demonstrate the
past, present, and future when it comes
to interracial dating/marriage in the
United States. What Mildred fought
for is what Barack had to overcome
and what Charlie continues to struggle
with. Much progress has been made in
the United States with regard to issues
of race. As time has gone on, interracial
relationships, which were once denied
and criminalized, have now become
much more accepted. However, progress has not come without associated
costs. Some segments of the population
especially in the southern parts of the
United States still are openly opposed
to the idea of interracial relationships.
The issue is much deeper though.
Interracial couples typically stick
out first based on skin color. These
couples are forced to deal with the looks
and whispers from outsiders looking in

at their relationship. On some level it
is natural because mixed race relationships are relatively new to our society in
terms of acceptance. On the other hand,
part of this sterns from our society's
disapproval of these types of relationships.
Furthermore, within their race,
these people who engage in interracial
relationships face scrutiny and ridicule
from their own people. Examples of
this include the story of the young Latina girl whose parents object to her
relationship with a young white man.
The story of the the successful black
man who is viewed a sell-out in his own
community for his marriage to a white
woman. I ask you what have these people done besides choose someone that
makes them feel complete.
These stories bring me to my position that interracial relationships are
extremely difficult in today's society.
The pressure which first existed just
from outside forces now comes from
inside the person's culture. Some argue
that yo should just do what makes you
happy. But that is easier said than done.
Trust me. It is much easier to ignore the
outside, but when your family and culture question your decision it becomes
much more difficult. This is personal
to me because I've been dead smack in
the middle of all this by way of living
in "white society" for the better part of
my adolescence and adult life thus far.
I happen to possess crossover appeal
which has endeared me to many different kinds of women in my lifetime.
Entirely too much of my rel;itionships
with these women have been influenced
by inside pressure and outside opinions.
I've ruined too many of these relationships in part based on these types of
"silly" considerations. Are these wellfounded concerns though? Maybe ...
maybe not. However, there is a HUGE
difference between acceptance and approval.

Teranni Randolph

I

Forum Staff Writer
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Drew is a 3L a~d can be re~ched at forum@valpo. edu.

nterracial dating tough?? Wait a
minute ... WHAT?? (in my high
pitched voice). is that argument
really being made by the same guy
who practically said that Obarna's election bas magically transformed race
relations in this country? It can't be!
Okay ... Who are you, and what have
you done with the REAL Clarence
Thomas supporter? He's been writing
this new column now entitled "The
Juris Doctor of Love," and for the sake
of entertainment, I'd actually like him
back!
Now that there's an article in the
paper written by some Clarence Thomas supporter impersonator desperately
. trying to mislead you into believing
that interracial dating is harder than
interreligious dating, I feel that it is my
ethical duty to lead you back into the
pasture (not that any of you are dumb,
lost sheep ... no really). So here we go.
It is quite obvious that race
relations have indeed gone through a
significant change for the better in this
country over the years. For one thing,
it is no longer illegal to marry outside
of your race, and interracial dating is
something that happens quite often
today and is widely accepted. I don't
get out much, but when I do, I feel
like I've seen more interracial couples
in two and a half years in the city of
Valparaiso than I've seen in my entire
life, and nobody seems to care.
Now I'm not saying that interracial dating is always a walk in the park,
so to speak. Of course, there are those
people who can't stop staring at you,
but don't let the impersonator writing
the opposition to this opinion fool you.
Interracial dating simply cannot be a~
tough as interreligious dating. Let's
be practical and put it in perspective.
While many people frown on interracial relationships, there are several
religions out there that outright forbid

I

RACIAL

interreligious relationships. While you
may not face excommunication by your
church today if you "hook up" with
someone from another religion, you
may be faced with the po~sibility of
permanently losing relationships with
close family members, and .may have
to deal with some forms of persecution.
Not only do interreligious couples
face outside pressure, but such pressure
can arise within the relationship itself.
I m guessing that most people who
date someone of a different race generally have a tendency to look beyond
color and just see a "significant other."
It's probably a little harder for two
people with strongly opposing religious
views to come together to teach their
children certain values and beliefs that
could potentially make a difference in
what happens to them when they die,
if you know what I mean. Certainly
a couple is more likely to get into a
big fight over their opposing religious
views than the color of their skin.
I think the bottom line is that religion is something people really take to
heart. There are religions out there that ·
believe that members of every other
religion are going straight to hell. Now
dating someone of another religion that
you or your family thinks is headed
down to Hades can make things pretty
tough, not to mention running the risk
of upsetting the church you belong to
and infuriating family members who
would be more than willing to disown
you for such an act. But dating someone who merely looks different than
you can't be that bad, can it?
Interracial·dating tougher than
interreligious dating? Seriously, will
the REAL Clarence Thomas supporter
PLEASE STAND UP!!
Teranni is a 3L and can bt! reached at

forum@valpo. edu.

Editorial, from page 12
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but that is another issue entirely.
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Sarah is a 3L and can be reached at forum@valpo. edu.
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know when they are doing something
right, cough hiring Joe Baru:ffi cough.
We are lucky to have an administration
with an active open door policy~ and if
all we are going to do is throw them
softball questions when they give us the
chance to ask tough questions, then this
kind of luck is wasted on us.
We need to start asking the questions that are important to us or we need
to stop whining about ~ow the administration doesn't care about our concern
They do care about our concerns, we
just aren't taking the opportunities we
have to voice them.
This is on us. If you want the potholes filled in the parking lot you are
going to have to speak up and ask the
adminstration where to send the bill for
your new tires because you are not responsible for that mess out there, they
are.

The first person to correctly identify the mystery photo

January Sudoku Answer

above will win a

$15 gift certificate to a mystery restaurant!
E-mail your responses to forum@valpo.edu
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ALL IT TAKES IS A DENIED VISA APPLICATION

Politics preven ~ s P ~e r
rom participatzng tn
Oubai Tournam en t
Rachel Sharron
~

rts Editor

enu Williams said it best when
she aid, "we're all athletes,
and we stand for tennis," in a
nt • 'ew York Times article about
the denial of a visa for Shahar Peer, an
raeli tennis player who was supposed
play in the Barclays Dub~i Tennis
0
Championships last week. Th1s toumam ntis considered a major stop on the
rlv-season circuit for tennis.
· Peer was ranked 48th in the world
b fore the Dubai Championships, and
" a slated to play Anna Chakvetadze
from Russia in the first round. Dubai
ha hosted the Barclays Championships
for the last seven years, ·and this year's
tournament featured nine of the top ten
female tennis players with a $2 million
prize for the winner.
Dubai is one of seven states that
comprise the United Arab Emirates
(CAE), which is located in the Persian
Gulf between Oman and Saudi Arabia.
Dubai, from its centuries' old trading
history, has long been considered an exotic vacation destination by many, and
it is the undisputed sports capital of the
Middle East, according to various travel
guides. Yet with the denial of a visa to
Peer. and no final word as of February
18th as to whether Israeli doubles tennis
player, Andy Ram, will receive a visa to
compete in the men 's tournament, this
could very well be the end of the road
for the Dubai Championships.
"We knew it was an issue," said
Larry Scott, chairmen and chief executive of the Sony Ericsson WTA Tour, in
the New York Times article in reference
to the visa issue, "but we made it clear
t'nat {Peer] was going to be in the draw
and we wanted to be optimistic that she
":ould get the visa. Then they waited till
the lith hour to deny it."

V

According to an Associated Pr~ss
article, UAE officials stated security
concerns as the ·reason for denying
Peer's visa request. A statement from
the Dubai Tennis Championships cited
fan anger over Israel's recent military
offensive in the Gaza in defense of its
denial. Yet no visa has ever been granted to any players traveling to the UAE
on an Israeli passport.
No one is questioning the UAE's
ability to grant or deny visa applications,
especially if there are legitimate security concerns regarding an applicant.
The 1972 Summer Olympic Games in
Munich, Germany proved that politicalbased violence can ClOd does occur at
major sporting events. But Peer played
in a tournament in Doha, Qatar last
year, making her the first Israeli to play

}AZZERCISE
Fighting for your right to
spandex since 2009

the workout that your legs will get. My
legs haven't burned like that since high
school 'football and lacrosse.
The real trick to Jazzercise is coordination. Each segment starts with some
' simple movement and adds complexity
Michael Wild
as you move through the segment. If
you're coordinated enough to be able
Copy Editor
to do every exercise, you get a great
workout. I'm really not kidding, every
es, I went to Jazzercise class.
Yes, I woke up in pain the next muscle in your body gets attention and a
day. As for your last question, lot of repetitions burn a lot of calories.
Class is held every Monday,
no, I did not wear any form fitting spanTuesday and Thursday at 5:30pm in
dex. So, now that we've dispensed with
the initial laughter of picturing me at a the Scheele Hall cafeteria, and class
lasts for about an hour. It's open to the
jazzercise class. I must admit that it's
general public, but most Jazzercise para really good workout. My usual workticipants are Valpo students. Each class
outs inClude somewhere between 60
costs $3 or you· can purchase a package
and 90 minutes of cardio with some liftof classes for $15 if you're a student. If
ing, but this class got me to use muscles
you're a member of the general public,
that I forgot I had.
each class costs $5 and a package of
The class is broken into segments
classes will cost $20. All classes are led
that are each about four minutes in
length and require a shocking amount by Nikki Morris, wife of 2L Jon Morris.
of coordination. Each segment focuses
on a different set of muscles, with segMike is a 2L- and can be reached at fo ments targeting arms, lower back, abdominals and a special focus on your rum@valpo.edu
leg muscles. I really should mention
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in a Gulf-Arab state, and she has also
partnered for doubles with Sania Mirza,
an Indian player who is Muslim.
Sports are supposed to be above
politics. And while that might sound
a bit utopian given all the evidence to
the contrary, it should still be the ideal
to which we all aspire. Sports are truly
a global phenomenon, and have the
power to help bridge political, racial,
gender, and religious divides. Racism
is not tolerated in sports, so why should
religious, or ethnic or political discrimination be tolerated either?
The United States boycotted the
1980 Summer Olympic Games in Mos-cow, Russia in Qrotest of Russia's invasion of Afghanistan. President Jimmy
Carter put -pressure on the US Olympic
Committee (USOC) by threatening

funding, when the USOC balked at
the idea of the boycott. Little thought
then was given to the athletes who
had trained their whole lives for these
games, many of whom would not have
the same opportunity four years later, as
four years can be a lifetime at the elite
level in sports. And Russia responded
in kind by boycotting the Los Angeles,
California Games four years later, clearly giving its athletes the same amount of
thought as the US did in 1980.
Peer has trained in tennis since
she was six years old. She's been on
the international tennis scene since she
was 13. The Dubai Tournament is only
one out of many for her, but she should
not have been denied the opporutnity
to play because she was from a country whose government was not on good

Boxing Gym, from page 16

NCAA, from page 16

mits and works with each participant
individually for about 1 minute during every other 3 minute combination
rounds, either to teach the newbies the
punches indi"idually or to help more
seasoned veterans work towards a better skill level.
Did I mention that he seemed to
take the time to recognize skill levels,
a crazy notion in a class I know, but
here there are no presumed skill levels.
Come in as a beginner and they will
work with you as such; you do not have
to be a pro to join up. And the best part,
I walked out of this class not wishing
for death, but feeling energized. Rachel
and I had gone in there a little afraid and
prepared to take a break about halfway
through.- We felt awesome at the end
and didn't take a substantial break during the entire class, save for a quick jog
to the water fountain.
In addition to the kickboxing
class, the gym offers boxing classes
and a fight team for people who want
to train for a fight or just train for their
health. As I said before there is cardia
equipment and weights available onsite with a professional boxing ring for
sparring. Danielle Vale, the owner of
the gym, says, "We offer a variety here,
the best way to g~t to know this facility
is to just come in."
Bottom Line: Call LA Boxing,
make an appointment to take the free
class, and sign up for this gym, which
will be running a student special in
February according to Vale. The facilities are great, the staff and patrons are
incredibly friendly, and you will have
the most fun you have ever had burning
1000 calories.
For an appointment call (219)94 72BOX.

8 points per game. Early in the season
they dropped close games to Tennessee,
Pittsburgh and Kansas but rebounded to
knock off St. Joseph's and Holy Cross
but they have_only 4 games remaining
on their schedule. Siena likely needs to
win the MAAC tournament and grab
the automatic bid but they are dangerous because of their depth and tough
teams they played in the early part of
the season. If VCU rings a bell that is
because two years ago they upset Duke
in the first round of the tournament and
gave Pittsburgh all they could handle
before losiug in the 2nd round of the
tournament. Coach Anthony Grant is a
rising star and he is likely to be offered
several high profile jobs in the off-season. Senior point guard Erie Maynor hit
the game winning shot against Duke
and the future NBA draft pick averages
22.6 points, 3.6 rebounds and 6 assists
per game. I* excels at taking his defender off the dribble and has vastly
improved his outside shot. The Rams
won't be able to sneak up anyone this
time around but remain a team coaches
do not want to see in the opening game
of the tourney. South Carolina has beena Jekyll and Hyde team most of the season and have come on strong to position themselves for an NCAA tournament birth. The Gamecocks have taken
advantage of a down year in the SEC
and are led by the dynamite all-transfer
team backcourt of Devan Downey (who
transferred from Cincinnati) and Zam
Fredrick (who came over from Georgia
Tech). The heralded duo, both of whom
are South Carolina natives, combine to
average 36 points and over 6 assists per
game. First year Coach Darrin Hom inherited an experienced group th;t is finally matching expectations. Key wins
this year include three games which
South Carolina won by just a single
point (at Baylor, at Kentucky and home

Sarah Crouch is a 3L and can be
reached at forum@valpo. edu.

terms with the UAE government.
Perhaps the UAE government had
real reason to fear for the safety of its
citizens, but that's what police forces
are for- to protect and serve the people.
Whenever you have high profile people
appearing in public or public events, security is always a concern. But ifDubai
is so dangerous a place that the presence
of two Israeli tennis players could send
the country into chaos, perhaps ·no one
should be playing tennis or anything
else there.
Rachel is a 3L and can be reached at
forum @valpo.edu

against Florida). They say success in the
tournament depends on guard play and
if that holds true South Carolina fans
must like their chances of dancing all
the way to the Sweet 16.
With the teams to keep an eye on
out of th~ way here are a few teams to
keep in mind that are tournament locks.
Arizona State and the best player in
America no one talks about, James
Harden, have been in the Top 25 most
of the season and have two wins over
UCLA to their credit. Their zone defense
with man-to-man principles has given
teams fits all season. Marquette, of the
Big East, has dropped a few games of
late but is powered by the best group of
guards in America led by Jerel Me eal
(a dark horse Big East player of the year
candidate), Wesley Matthews and Dominic James. Forward Lazar Hayward is
also an excellent scorer from anywhere
on the court. Staying true to Indiana,
Butler University continues to win despite losing All-American A.J . Graves
from a season ago. Forward Matt Howard, who spurned offers from bigger
schools to be a Bulldog, te~ms up with
Gordon Hayward and gives opponents
trot!ble up front. Butler has dropped its
last two games but this shouldn' t affect
their at-large status if they fail to win the
Horizon League conference tournament.
The final team to track is the young and
talented Wake Forest Demon Deacons.
They have size, a highly regarded group
of freshmen and a fearless lead guard
in Jeff Teague who has already led the
Deacons to wins over Duke and North
Carolina this season. Recent losses to
Geor~a Tech, Miami and NC State may
have some worried but the ACC is an
unforgiving and top notch conference.
Do not forget about them when filling
out your brackets .
Brett is a 3L and can be reached at f onm@valpo.edu
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EuKONKANTOA Finnish method of domestic violence
David Johnson
Forum StaffWriter

A

rguably, there's not much to
do in Finland. I suppose one
could spend his day visiting all
the beautiful fjords, but even that has
to get old after a while. It's situations
like these that call for the invention of a
sport like Eukonkanto.
But what, pray tell, is Eukonkanto.
Well, the direct English translation is
Wife Carrying: the name gives away
about 90% of what you need to know
for this sport. It actually started ~ a
practical joke around I 996. Although
seemingly silly, there is a specific set of
rules that Eukonkanto contestants must
abide by. For ~tarters, the female partner of the team needs to weigh at least
49 kilos (about 110 lbs), if she doesn't
the judges will add weights to her to
make her the minimum weight. Further,
she has to be at least 17 and married.
Oddly enough, she doesn't need to be
married to her carrier. Apparently the
Finns are fine with letting their friends

and neighbors carry their wives around
like a bag of potatoes.
The course the Eukonkanto contestants have to run is quite challenging.
The length of the track is 253.5 meters,
it includes two sand obstacles and one
water obstacle that is a meter deep. The
winners of the event, on average, do the
whole course in about a minute.
I know many of you may be worried about safety, but apparently the
Finns aren't Although the men get to
wear a weight belt, the only real protection the female contestant has is the
· 15-second penalty allotted to the team if
her male carrier drops her. Well, I suppose the men may have the additional
incentive to avoid the intense scolding
that will inevitably come from nearly
breaking your wife's neck by dropping
her.
Although the event is primarily
conducted with one team completing
all three obstacles, there's also a relay
event that features three men and one
woman. At each different obstacle stage
in the course, the men pass the women
off to the next carrier and the fastest relay team wins. There is a catch, though,
before the new guy can carry the wife,
be's required, by the rules, to drink a
beer. Only then may he run with his female companion at a fast rate of speed

over a dangerous course.
There are three categories a team
may win in at the Eukonkanto championships. The first category is to be the
best-costumed team. The second category is to perform the most entertaining, and stylish, carry. Typically these
two winners receive a small award and
a trophy. The way every man wants to
win the competition is to be the fastest
in carrying his female partner across
all three obstacles. Why, you ask? It's
simple. If you're the fastest team, you
win the woman's weight in top-notch
Finnish beer. That's right, you win a
minimum of 110 lbs of beer.
Easy, though. Before you rush
to Finland with your significat other to
compete in the Sonkajarvi Championship, you should try your skills here in
the U.S. first. The North American Wife
Carrying Championships take place every year on Columbus Day in Newry,
Maine. Monona, Wisconsin and Marquette, Michigan also host smaller Wife
Carrying competitions. If you got a
knack for the sport, make sure y~u have
a valid pas.sport and win 110 lbs of beer
for America.
David is a I L and can be reached at forum@valpo. edu
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PROJECTING THE FIELD
A look ahaed at the mens
NCAA basketball
tournament
Brett Stein
Forum StaffWriter

0

ne of the most difficult things to
do in all of sports is to correctly
predict which teams will receive at-large bids to the Men's NCAA
Tournament. By now everyone knows
teams like North Carolina, Connecticut,
Duke, Pittsburgh, UCLA, Oklahoma
and Michigan State are locks to be dancing in March. The true madness though
comes from teams that were either not
expected to make the tournament at
some point during the season or snuck
in at the last minute due to an impressive run in the conference tournament
or upset win over a nationally ranked
opponent. If you are looking for teams
capable of springing a first round upset
you have come to the right place.
At the very top of the list of teams
to keep an eye on among the BCS conference schools is Arizona. They endured a
lot of off-season turmoil when longtime
coach Lute Olson finally retired due to
medical reasons and they lost three of
their top incoming recruits including
Brandon Jennings (who is playing unhappily overseas), Emmanuel Negedu
(who opted to play for Tennessee), and
San Diego native JeffWithey (who enrolled but transferred to Kansas). As a
result they are an experienced team that
features only seven players who receive
extended minutes. They are led QY allconference selections Chase Budinger
and Jordan Hill, both juniors and point
guard Nic Wjse (also a junior) who is
taking advantage of extended playing
time. Their play of late, reeling ·off six
consecutive conference victories (most
recently knocking off UCLA on Saturday) putting them in the field of 65 as
of now.
Staying out west, several other
teams are putting together stellar seasons. Beginning in the state of Utah,
three teams will be looking to hear their

name called on Selection Sunday. Utah,
BYU and Utah State are ali likely to be
included in the Field of 65 and Utah
State is especially certain of being in
the tournament by virtue of their 24-1
record (12-0) in conference play and a
19-game winning streak. Led qy burly
senior power forward Gary Wilkinson
-the Aggies will be a popular pick due
their depth, experience and impressive ,
record. Utah State's only loss this year
was to BYU, who cmTently stand at 185 as of this writing, have three players
averaging more than 15 PPG (Leo Cummard, Jonathan Tavemari, and Jimmer
Fredette) and are the only team to defeat
Utah State. They have no other marquee ,

wins however, and road games against
UNLV and San Diego State would really help their tournament resume. Utah,
meanwhile, has wins over Mississippi,
Oregon, Gonzaga, BYU and San Diego
State to their credit and feature talented
?-footer Luke Nevill and three other
players averaging double :figures in
points. Utah's balanced attack is poised
to have them returning to the NCAA
tournament after a short absence.
Heading to the Midwest, several
teams have emerged as contenders to

some of the last few at-large bids doled
out by the committee. Dayton, fresh off
a win over reigning Atlantic-! 0 conference champion Xavier, stand at 22-3
and feature no true star player. Chris
Wright leads the team in scoring at just
under 13 PPG and Marcus Johnson is
right behind him at a shade under 12.
They have benefited from phenomenal
fai)..support at borne games and victories
over Marquette, Auburn, and George
Mason in the non-conference portion
of their schedule. If you have no clue
who Chris Wright is, type in his name
and the word 'dunk' on You tube and
thank the author later. Another team
in Ohio is beginning to make waves
in arguably the nation's hardest conference, the Big East. The Cincinnati
Bearcats, who just three years ago had
one scholarship player returning and a
brand new co~ching staff, are beginning
to tum their talent into victories. They
are led by first-team All Big East and
do everything guard Deonta Vaughn, an
Indianapolis native averaging 16 points,
4.2 rebounds and 4.6 assists per game.
Freshman big man Yancy Gates (a Cincinnati native and man child) checks
in at 6-9 and 265lbs. is still learning
to play hard all the time but notched
a career high with 21 points in a win
over St. John's. With 17-9 record (7-6
in the Big East) they still have time to
notch some marquee wins with upcoming games against Louisville, Syracuse
and West Virginia. If the Bearcats finish
with 20 wins and a winning conference·
record they should be dancing for the
first time since 2005.
On the east coast a trio of teams
have emerged as Cinderella candidates
including Siena, Virginia Commonwealth (VCU) and South Carolina.
The Siena Saints hail from the MAAC
(Mid-Atlantic Athletic Conference)
and ·are 20-6 on the season and 14-1
in conference play. The trio of Kenny
Hasbrouck, Edwin Ubiles and Alex
Franklin are the team's three leading
scorers but they are a deep team with
three otber players averaging more than

See NCAA, page 15

NOT AN EXCUSE!
Law students take
advantage ofBoxing
Gym in Merrillville

I asked him how precisely a person
could bum 1000 calories an hour. His
response, "Oh you'll see". He went on
"It depends on the person, some people
will bum 200 because they are taking
it easy, others will bum over 1000 beSarah Crouch
cause
they .are going off on the bag."
Managing Editor
Kickboxing Class started and in
the :first 15 minutes we did a warm up
he card offering up a free class at
LA Boxing boasts many things · designed to get your heart rate going. ~
This included jumping jacks, push-ups,
but the most important and painful sounding claim on the card was jump squats, sits ups, and running in
"Bum 800-1 000 calories in 1 Hour" I place with high knees. All these movements led to a lot of sweat. Next, we
saw that claim on the card and assumed
put on our gloves and did 3 minute comat the end of my adventure I would be
bination rounds of punches and kicks
laying on the floor of this gym wishing
against the bag. The bag weighs 150
for death. Surprisingly, this was not the
pounds and is a lot harder to get movcase.
ing than it looks on TV. Between the 3
LA Boxing is in Merrillville, just
minute combination rounds, there was
off Highway 30. If you aren't a "gym
1 minute of active rest during which he
rat" give yourself a chance to freak out
when you walk in the door. On your right would have us do more sit ups, plank
you will see a full boxing ring with a poses, and other lighter workouts to
catch your breath before sending you
handful of cardio machines next to it. In
right back into the combinations. The
front of you there will be a several rows
class ended with 10 minutes of abs and
of large heavy bags (boxing blfgs for
stretches. The total class time was an
the those of us whQ don't speak boxing)
hour.
for classes and general use. On the far
Now, I know what you are thinkright, in the back, there is a free weights ·
ing, this is just another aerobics class
section and everywhere we looked there
but that is not the case. I have b~en t~
were people who were far more fit than
the class you are thinking of, you know
me or Rachel Couts, who allowed me to
the one where by the end you can only
drag her along for moral support. This
is, initially, a daunting place for those of think about ways to strangle the 90 Ib
Barbie doll teaching the class with the
us who are afraid of the weights section
string banging off of Satan's stopwatch
at the local gym.
that has somehow turned a ten minute
Once I regained my composure,
I found a friendly and attentive staff interval into a twenty minute one. This
class was different. It goes fast for startthat was happy to help us get started.
ers. The class is non-stop, but in the
John, helped us sign in and explained
the basics of the kickboxing cl~ss we best way possible.
The instructor breaks up the mowere about to attend. John wrapped our
notony of the typical aerobics class by
hands in tape to secure our wrists and
creating workout intervals tliroughout
hands for the class. He explained how
the class and he doesn't lie about how
the class would be conducted so we
long they will be. When he says 30 seccould get an idea of what we were getonds more, he means 30 seconds more
ting ourselves into. Aft~r this, he intronone of that "Oh let's try another 1O';
duced us to the instructor John Kolosci,
nonsense here. Second, tbe inst~ctor
a UFC fighter and finalist on the reality
moves through the class with punching
show, The Ultimate Fighter. John was
very friendly and gave us a few tips on
how to handle the hour of class and adSee Boxing Gym, page 15
vised us to keep our ·own pace. When
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